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ABSTRACT
Sardeshmukh, Swanand Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2013. Comprehen-
sive Computational Modeling of Hypergolic Propellant Ignition. Major Professor:
Stephan D. Heister, School of Mechanical Engineering.
Ignition and combustion of hypergolic propellants mono-methyl hydrazine (MMH)
and red fuming nitric acid (RFNA) is investigated computationally. A hierarchical
approach is chosen to study parametric behavior of isolated processes and complex
interactions thereof, in this transient phenomenon. Starting with a homogeneous
reactor, performance of three reduced kinetic mechanisms is assessed first, followed
by the study of auto-ignition delay as a function of initial composition and thermal
state of the mixture. Macroscopic features as well as the structure of opposed diffusion
flame are studied next, followed by the study of opposed liquid jets and the gas layer
at the interface. Lastly, effects of transport properties on gas phase kinetics are
studied using impinging vapor sheets.
In order to mitigate the effects of non-linearities in the transient solution, an
adaptive time stepping method is proposed for the homogeneous reactor. In this
method, physical bounds are imposed on the explicit guess of a solution for assessing
linear behavior, based on which, level of time step adaption is determined. This
method is ascertained to provide accuracy necessary with marginal increase in the
cost of computations. It is anticipated that such a method, upon adoption in multi-
dimensional computations of reacting flows, can capture accurate flame location and
structure due to enhanced resolution of the non-linear processes.
Temporal history of various species during the auto-ignition of premixed vapors is
utilized to understand the well known behavior of hypergolic propellants MMH and
RFNA, namely dependence on thermal state of the mixture and relatively smaller
ignition delay variation for oxidizer rich mixtures. In particular, initial assimilation
xii
of NO2 followed by subsequent release is found to be the key mechanism in ignition
of the premixed vapors. Mapping the ignition delay as a function of initial state of
the mixture, vapor temperatures above 650 K showed realistic ignition delays. Rich
mixtures were seen to have up to two orders of magnitude variation in ignition delay
compared to less than an order of magnitude variation for fuel lean cases. Further
relaxing the assumption of superheated vapors, premixed liquids showed competing
vaporization and liquid reaction, affecting the final temperature and ignition delay in
the gas phase.
Investigation of the diffusion flame is carried out under varying strain rates, op-
erating pressures and inlet temperatures with consideration of macroscopic features:
peak temperature and flame width, along with the detailed flame structure. Primary
effect of increasing the strain rate is found to reduce the flame residence time, pro-
viding a cut-off for the post-flame reactions, in turn, reducing the peak temperature
and width of the diffusion flame. Reduced diffusion at higher pressures limits the
pre-flame reactions while variations in concentrations of the reactants at higher and
lower pressures lead to different reaction paths. Change in the inlet temperatures is
found to be responsible for reducing the concentrations of oxidizer derived species,
affecting the width of the flame.
Focusing on the gas layer between the liquid jets, it is seen that the liquid reaction
is a surface phenomenon, leading to instabilities due to rapid volumetric expansion,
which is characteristic of phase change. Resulting instabilities are anticipated to
promote liquid mixing, reactions and additional instabilities. However, intermittent
contact and limited liquid interaction is seen to be the cause of low average temper-
atures that are significantly lower than the vapor phase ignition threshold.
Lastly, behavior of impinging vapor sheets is studied to discern the effects of
pressure and transport through bath gases helium, neon and argon, on the ignition
process. Injection and location of ignition are found to be affected by pressure due
to altered diffusivities, while the variation in transport properties is found to affect
the location of ignition as well as the shape and spread of subsequent flame. While
xiii
greater diffusion through helium is found to allow smooth interface, batch mixing
due to roll-up in argon, is seen to allow isolated reaction regions, that can lead to an
earlier ignition due to retention of intermediate species within the reaction zone. The
mode of upstream flame spread from ignition location in helium is therefore found
to be smooth, while in argon, ignition is seen to occur at multiple locations that
subsequently connect, leading to earlier formation of a continuous flame front.
The hierarchical exploration of physics involved in ignition and combustion of
hypergolic propellants MMH and RFNA has established a structured framework for
modeling, while quantifying various influencing factors. Macroscopic features and
detailed structure of an opposed diffusion flame is studied for the first time, noting the
effects of strain rate and operating conditions for the vapor phase propellants MMH
and RFNA. Two phase reacting flow simulations showed evidence of instabilities
at very small time and length scales, indicating feasibility of modeling phenomena
like popping or liquid stream separation, observed in practice. Alteration in the
transport properties and corresponding change in vapor phase mixing, ignition and
flame propagation revealed that higher diffusivity in helium leads to smooth ignition
and flame propagation while argon shows isolated mixing, earlier ignition and faster
flame spread due to several spot ignitions.
1CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND
As the space launch technology transitions from large scale exploratory missions to
targeted commercial missions, the requirements and capabilities of spacecrafts need
to be re-evaluated, including propulsion technology. Characterized by state of the
propellants, propulsion systems are subdivided as solid, liquid and hybrid systems.
Compared to solid or hybrid engines, the liquid rocket engines possess several ad-
vantages, such as higher specific impulse (Isp) [1], control or throttling ability, design
flexibility and a broad range of thrust levels encompassing different missions from
ground launch to re-entry positioning.
In recent years, the cost of launch systems is gaining in importance and current
commercial space missions are trying to meet this goal by re-using every stage of
the launch system and by delivering a large payload to either a single or multiple
orbits [2]. Both strategies require precise maneuvering capability which demands
well controlled thrust and impulse-bits (impulse from a single pulse) to achieve the
desired position and trajectory. Towards this objective micro-thrusters capable of
thrust levels 0.01 mN and impulse bits as low as 0.0002 mN s [3] have been explored
by various authors [4,5]. It has been highlighted that for near Earth missions as well
as for outer solar system missions, one of the simplest and lowest mass propulsion
system is hypergolic liquid bi-propellants [6, 7], which is the subject of this thesis.
1.1 Introduction
Hypergolic propellants are combinations of fuel and oxidizer that ignite upon con-
tact. Such propellants provide reliable ignition under varied operating conditions
without a dedicated ignition source, thus making them desirable for applications
demanding reliability. Additionally, most hypergolic propellants are liquids at atmo-
2spheric conditions, which is a significant advantage over cryogenic propellants because
it allows for long term storage without additional requirements in terms of structure or
energy consumption. Hypergolic propellants’ throttling ability makes them suitable
for trajectory control while their restart ability can provide small impulse bits, and is
advantageous for attitude management systems. Due to these several advantages, the
interest in hypergolic propellants has persisted across continents and decades since
their first successful ignition in 1940 [1]. Rocket systems such as Titan, Saturn, Arian,
Space Shuttle, PSLV (Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle) and GSLV (Geo-synchronous
Satellite Launch Vehicle) have all used hypergolic propellants. Some conceptual vehi-
cles have also been designed using hypergolic propellants [8]. Examples of hypergolic
fuels are hydrazine, mono-methyl hydrazine(MMH), unsymmetrical di-methyl hy-
drazine (UDMH), aniline, turpentine, furfuryl alcohol triethylamine and combination
of methanol and manganese acetate tetrahydrate. Common oxidizers are nitrogen
tetroxide (NTO), nitric acid and hydrogen peroxide. Although many alternative hy-
pergolic fuels have been devised and tested, their practical use remains limited [9]
and mono-methyl hydrazine (MMH) and inhibited red fuming nitric acid (IRFNA,
a combination of nitric acid, NTO, and an inhibitor such as hydrogen fluoride, HF)
remain one of the preferred combinations of hypergolic propellants [7]. The present
work is therefore aimed at MMH and red fuming nitric acid (RFNA).
Although hypergolic propellants allow system level simplicity, they introduce com-
plexity in the design of injectors since the ignition phenomenon of hypergolic propel-
lants is poorly understood in spite of many decades of research on the subject. In-
vestigation of the ignition of hypergolic propellants is therefore crucial for the design
of the next generation of liquid rocket engines and is the aim of the present work.
1.2 Physics of Hypergolic Combustion
Hypergolic liquid propellant systems typically use impinging liquid jets or pintle
injectors to create a direct impingement of the fluids. Although hypergolic propel-
3lants obviate the need for an igniter, designing a system for reliable and optimum
performance requires detailed knowledge of ignition phenomenon. Processes related
to hypergolic combustion are shown in Figure 1.1. Beginning with liquid contact,
initial liquid phase reactions produce intermediate complexes and heat, that lead to
vaporization. A yellow fog, typically observed upon impingement, is known to contain
nitrates and other species [10, 11] that are produced by decomposition of the com-
plexes. Evolving gaseous species near the impingement location can produce strong
volumetric expansion, resulting in an order of magnitude higher velocities [12] than
the impinging liquids. One of the important effects of the expansion is shattering of
the liquid jets to form a spray.
Figure 1.1. Processes involved in ignition of hypergolic impinging jets.
Spray formation from the impinging jets is not isotropic and depends upon several
factors including geometry and propellant properties. A typical flow-field near the
impingement point is shown in Figure 1.2 where spatial movement is restricted to the
axial direction and within the plane of impingement, due to which a large portion of
4transverse momentum of the impinging jets is re-distributed in these two directions.
Downstream of the stagnation point, axial momentum of the impinging jets is assisted
by this redistribution while upstream of the stagnation point, it is opposed, causing
oblong expanding liquid sheets. The effect is to increase residence time for the liquid
upstream of the stagnation point, leading to increased mixing, intense reaction, finer
spray and subsequently diffusing propellant vapors in that direction. Downstream of
Figure 1.2. Flow near the stagnation point of impinging jets.
the stagnation point, the volumetric expansion can be channeled in the axial direc-
tion, allowing formation of a thin gaseous layer to separate the liquids. Reactions
of hydrazine are known to proceed almost at the rate of collision frequencies [11]
and hence are several orders of magnitude shorter than diffusion (10−8 s based on a
mixing length of 1µm and a diffusivity of 10−5 m2/ s). Therefore at liquid contact
sites, reaction is the primary occurrence while mixing is substantially limited due
to its dependence on advective transport alone. In the case of impinging jets, such
transport is possible since denser liquid sheets supported by lighter and fast moving
gas layer leads to instabilities, promoting liquid contact and further gas evolution.
As this liquid interaction occurs over some distance downstream of the impingement,
the accelerating liquid sheets stretch and break into ligaments and smaller droplets
thereby delaying the heat release and ignition.
5The complex flow-field is susceptible to minor variations in geometry, injection
conditions, or propellant concentrations and can evolve in a substantially different
manner unless well controlled. For instance, the concentration of N2O4 dissolved in
IRFNA can influence the liquid reaction rate [13] and its lower concentrations can
allow the liquids to mix by delaying gas evolution. In one scenario, such well mixed
propellant liquids can have a violent reaction, breaking the liquid sheets into a fine
spray [14]. A relatively less violent possibility is that a sudden gas generation at
the interface will force the liquid sheets away, preventing further liquid reactions.
Similarly, the outcome is also known to depend upon the impingement velocities
and diameters of the liquid jets. Quantitative assessment of such dependence of the
flow-field on various parameters is important for a successful design of hypergolic
combustion systems.
As the propellants vaporize on the extremities of the liquid sheets and in the spray
downstream, as shown in Figure 1.1, simultaneous transport and reactions lead to
mixtures with a broad range of compositions and temperatures. Several phenomena
can be linked to this distribution, including the hard start phenomenon (delayed
ignition of accumulated propellants) that has been seen during various development
phases and over several decades for the upper stage rockets. It has an established
dependence on oxidizer lead as well as combustion chamber pressure and temperature
of the intermediates formed [15,16]. Gas phase ignition, which depends upon the state
of the mixture, also relies on a thermal trigger which can be provided by colliding
liquid drops [14]. The possibility of ignition therefore depends upon the magnitude
(total heat released) and intensity (rate of heat and radical release) of the trigger.
This is noticeable from experiments by Bernard et al. [17] in which low chamber
pressures or fuel lead injections resulted in “abnormal ignition”.
It has been known [18, 19] that the main heat release of hypergolic propellants
occurs in the gas phase, which is a broad chemical transformation from fuel/oxidizer
to products consisting many elementary steps. Initially, the rate of these elementary
steps is controlled by availability of the participating species. As new species are
6formed in the gas phase, there are large spatial gradients that drive mass diffusion.
It is therefore hypothesized that mass diffusion is the initial rate controlling factor
in gas phase reactions. As the reactions proceed and concentrations of intermediate
species increase, available energy becomes the critical factor. According to kinetic
theory, for a reaction to proceed, a certain amount of energy needs to be supplied.
This energy supply is dependent on temperature and hence the thermal diffusivity of
the gas phase species also plays a critical role.
Modelling hypergolic combustion is a challenge. In addition to several length
and time scales associated with turbulent flow of the gas phase, the liquid phase
has its own different length and time scales. This is exacerbated by the fact that
there are chemical reactions, both in the gas and liquid phases. All of these factors
make it even harder to understand and predict flow features as well as their influence
or dependence on the chemistry model. It is therefore important to subdivide these
complex phenomena and investigate the fundamental aspects of each sub-phenomenon
before attempting an all encompassing model.
1.3 Prior Work on Hypergolic Ignition and Combustion
During the early space exploration programs, there were concerted efforts towards
development of hypergolic bi-propellant technology. Literature from those efforts can
be broadly grouped into three areas: auto-ignition of hypergolic propellants from
safety considerations, technological development and scientific studies. Studies origi-
nating from safety considerations have typically investigated flammability or explosion
limits in terms of environmental factors while scientific investigations have focused
on fundamental observations related to ignition and combustion of hypergolic pro-
pellants. Technological applications on the other hand have targeted systems using
hypergolic propellants and tried to address practical challenges in the use of hyper-
golic propellants. Although all three areas have some overalap, it is beneficial to
7understand their individual motivations and combine the knowledge for investigating
hypergolic ignition in general.
Autoignition of Hypergolic Propellants
Early hypergolic propellants of choice were hydrazine (N2H4) and di-nitrogen
tetroxide (NTO, N2O4). In a recent study on the selection of space storable propel-
lants for outer planetary missions [7] Thunnissen et al. identified these propellants
as among the top ten options. Additionally, the underlying mechanism for ignition
of MMH and RFNA, which is the focus here, is expected to have commonalities
with hydrazine and NTO since MMH is a derivative of hydrazine while NTO is part
of RFNA. Therefore it remains pertinent to look back at the early studies of these
propellants.
In a study on spilled propellants, Markels et al. [20] targeted fires of hydrazine
and its derivatives in air as well as in liquid and vapor phase NTO. They found
that dilution of hydrazine up to ≈ 50% by water could suppress fires in air but
up to 65% dilute hydrazine burned with NTO vapors. This observation establishes
the importance of N2O4 fraction in the composition of RFNA. Any contact of liquid
NTO with hydrazine caused explosions and although such an explosion could be
delayed by adding water as an impurity(2% to 5% by weight), the severity of the
explosion increased with water content. This observation is suggestive of a critical
point, which can be delayed by addition of water, presumably due to thermal sink
effect. During this delay, a build-up of other species leads to explosions of greater
intensity. Replacing water as a diluent with sand, addition of NTO soaked sand
to fuel soaked sand did not explode but explosions were observed for the reverse
addition. In a propellant soaked sand, the surface area of liquids increases, increasing
evaporation, which in case of NTO can be substantial due to high vapor pressure.
Addition of such sand to fuel soaked sand will likely have less liquid interaction,
and the non-explosive behavior observed in such a case underscores the importance
8of liquid interaction. In spite of the qualitative benefit of the inferences drawn,
there remains a lack of quantifiable data and no attempt was made at explaining
observations through fundamental processes.
Chuan and Wilber [21] studied ignition of these propellants under several pressure,
volume and dilution conditions in a closed reactor using external stimuli, to under-
stand the risk of explosions in the experiments of simulated space environment. They
noted that ignition was possible for very low pressures (10.1 Pa), while temperatures
above 600K were more susceptible to ignition. Further, external stimuli such as high
intensity radiation and corona type discharges had a small effect on ignition limits
but a hot wire was reported to have significant effect on the ignition limits. In the
same setup, dilution with inerts had little effect on ignition limits for a constant fuel
air ratio.
In another study, Skinner et al. [22] explored the hypergolicity of dilute hydrazine
and NTO with the goal of finding a chemical inhibitor by controlling branching reac-
tions. However, reactions were found to occur at dilution levels as low as 6% molar,
reaching a temperature of 1000 K , of which an early temperature rise up to 870 K was
attributed to ammonium nitrate formation and decomposition. Interestingly, none of
the fifty-five inhibitors that were explored could suppress the reactions, prompting
the hypothesis that the hydrazine-NTO reaction mechanism is thermally activated
rather than being activated by chain branching, as is typical of explosives.
Individual and simultaneous simulated leakage of aerozine-50 (50% hydrazine and
50% unsymmetrical di-methyl hydrazine or UDMH) and NTO was used by Simmons
et al. to study the explosion hazard associated with storage and handling of these
propellants in space. At low pressures (13.3 kPa) there was no immediate hypergolic
ignition but a pre-ignition reaction was observed that resulted in an orange mist
which ignited after contact with a heated pipe but not in the presence of a spark.
The pre-ignition reactions, noted to be accompanied by heat release for pressures as
low as 20 Torr (2.67 kPa), were found to be absent for lower pressures.
9Daimon and Kimura [23] studied explosions of hydrazine and NTO focusing on
surface contact between the two fluids using a drop test. High speed images of a region
near the contact point showed that there is a sudden gasification at the interface (delay
of ≈ 5 ms), preferentially of the more volatile NTO which is very closely followed by
the explosion. In a subsequent study [24], the ignition phenomenon was studied by
subdividing it into explosive gas formation and gas phase ignition. NTO was found
to be a more energetic oxidizer than Fuming Nitric Acid(FNA) due to formation
of the gas layer upon liquid contact and subsequent compression within this layer.
Ignition delay with NTO was found to be an order of magnitude shorter than with
FNA, further supporting the earlier observation. Among the fuels, gasification and
ignition delay of MMH was found to lie between those of hydrazine and UDMH,
as nicely summarized in Figure 1.3 [24]. In this figure, time lag of explosion is the
time between liquid contact and gas formation while time lag of ignition is the time
between liquid contact and gas phase ignition.
Figure 1.3. Gasification and ignition time lags for various propellant
combinations [24].
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From these and other such studies targeting explosion or fire hazards associated
with hydrazine derivatives and NTO, a common observation is that the ignition mech-
anism of these propellants is thermally activated. It is extremely fast and difficult to
control through chemical intervention or dilution. Low pressures do not suppress the
ignition, if temperature is sufficiently high. Physical aspects of the initial interaction
of both liquid and gas phases can influence gas phase ignition. These observations
provide important qualitative information, but there is a need for quantitative infor-
mation as well as the development of fundamental understanding of the underlying
phenomena. For instance, the temperature threshold as a function of mixture com-
position or the reaction pathway responsible for thermal activation is not known.
Some of the later studies attempted this by separately studying various processes as
detailed below.
Technology Development
Similar to studies on safety aspects of these propellants, operational characteristics
were also studied experimentally. These typically focused on broader issues that were
noticed during developmental phases of a rocket system and as such, reported scaled
parameters of investigation, relevant to a particular geometry and set of operating
conditions.
A design study by Corbett et al. [25] used unconfined impinging jets of several
propellant combinations in a vacuum tank to decouple the effect of rocket chamber
pressurization from ignition. A secondary objective was to reduce the ignition delay
through design modifications and by using chemical additives. As design parame-
ters, the impingement length (or impingement angle), injection velocity and ambient
pressure were varied, noting the location and delay of ignition. Observations from
this detailed experimental campaign found a strong dependence of the ignition delay
on the pressure in the vacuum tank. A lower ignition limit in terms of pressure was
noted to be 60 mm Hg (≈ 80 kPa), irrespective of the choice of propellants or design
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configuration. In comparison with UDMH or hydrazine, the limiting pressure for
ignition was found to be higher for the combination of MMH and NTO due to the
higher vapor pressure of hydrazine. The effect of injection velocity or propellant lead
on limiting pressure for ignition was found to be negligible. However, the effect of
higher injection velocity was to shift the location of ignition downstream. The same
effect was seen for lower pressures, but apart from attributing this to contact time of
the propellants, there was no clear understanding or quantification of the effect.
Another such study by Juran and Stechman [26] addressed ignition performance of
a multi-start rocket system that used the propellants NTO and Aerozine. Parametric
study of the wall temperature showed evidence of condensate which was identified to
be a mixture of fuel, water and intermediates and was subsequently hypothesized to
be the cause of pressure spikes during re-ignition. Increasing the wall temperature
was proposed as a measure to reduce the risk of pressure spikes by keeping the residue
in gas phase.
A study of Gemini Agena rocket system by Boorady and Douglass [15] gives
details of failure analysis and development of the Agena rocket system that used
UDMH and RFNA. One of the likely causes was identified as fuel lead injection and
experiments showed that fuel contamination can increase ignition delay, resulting in
ignition overpressure that can be detrimental to structural integrity of the system.
Oxidizer lead for this system was found to reduce the ignition overpressure magnitude
by a factor of 2 to 10.
The early works detailed above focused on development of rocket engines using
hypergolic propellants. Experiments and modeling were thus targeted at macroscopic
phenomena affecting performance of the system and a solution obtained was appli-
cable to the particular system under consideration. Exacerbated by the complexities
involved in hypergolic ignition, it was difficult to establish qualitative relations or
construct quantitative representations based on independent fundamental processes
for a broad range of conditions. Consequently the empirical models were of limited
use in predictive design which is necessary for improved performance requirements.
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Revived interest in the hypergolic propellants has therefore put forth the need to
explore fundamental aspects of the hypergolic ignition.
Scientific Studies
Many of the studies noted above relate either to a particular set of conditions or do
not provide adequate data for design purposes. Realizing this need, scientific studies
were undertaken. Targeting a particular phenomenon or interaction, laboratory scale
experiments or simplified analyses were carried out to generate the required data
suitable for design purposes. Some of these are summarized next.
Combustion of suspended hydrazine droplets was studied by Lawver [18], detailing
the burning rate and the flame thickness in NTO vapor and in combustion products
of another droplet. The ignition of the suspended droplet was observed to be pre-
ceded by the formation of a white substance inside the droplet, hypothesized to be
ammonium nitrate. After ignition, the flame was seen to develop two regions that
were believed to be an inner decomposition region and an outer oxidation region. For
the droplet burning in NTO vapor, the width of the decomposition region was equal
to the diameter of the drop while the droplet burning in the products of combustion
showed a factor of two thicker decomposition flame. It is notable that although heat
transferred and subsequent vaporization is higher for the drop suspended in the prod-
ucts of combustion, the burning rate is higher for the drop suspended in the NTO
environment and NO2 diffusion was considered to be the rate limiting process.
Similar experiments involving a suspended drop were carried out by Mayer et al.
[27] for determining pre-ignition behavior of the propellants hydrazine, UDMH, MMH
and Aerozine at low pressure and temperature conditions that are typical of restart of
attitude control rockets in space. Within a range of low temperatures (262 K−275 K ),
the propellants failed to ignite hypergolically but showed slow reactions with the
oxidizer NO2. Such slow reactions were also found to generate intermediate solids
that were identified using infrared spectrum to be nitrates of hydrazine, MMH and
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UDMH. The volatility of the nitrates formed during pre-ignition reactions directly
affects surface deposition and was believed to be the differentiating factor in the
susceptibility of the propellants to pressure spikes during restart.
In another relevant study, Burrows [28] focused on mixing and reactions of hy-
drazine and NTO. The experiments used like quadlet injectors with two opposing
streams of fuel and oxidizer each. A fuel rich case with O/F ratio of unity was
considered at a pressure of 19 atm and it was shown from measurements and vi-
sual observations that the impinging streams separated without complete mixing. It
was suspected to be due to heat release at the interface. Close to the impingement
point, it was observed that water vapor concentration increased sharply, which was
hypothesized to be due to vaporization controlled combustion.
In one of the early experimental-numerical studies, Mills et al. [29] considered
ignition transients in hypergolic systems. An analytical model was constructed using
experimental results to determine some of the terms.. Using this model, it was found
that increasing fuel temperature reduced the magnitude of pressure spike. In addition
to modeling transient history, steady state analysis of popping was also carried out,
from which it was inferred that liquid pre-ignition reactions, responsible for small
explosions within the injection zone, were a possible cause of popping.
In the studies by Seamans et al. [30, 31] a model was developed for low pressure
ignition of the propellants MMH and UDMH with NTO. The model included pre-
ignition pressurization of the rocket chamber due to vaporization, heat transfer effects,
residence time of the droplets, overall kinetics of the reactants and geometry. The
model parameters: vapor phase composition and gas temperature were calibrated
with experiments and ignition delay predictions made with the model were found to
be close to the measured values.
In another experimental work on hydrazine and NTO ignition, Zung et al. [32] con-
sidered three macroscopic aspects, viz. temperature, concentration of the reactants
and heat transfer induced by the flow. In one experiment the chemistry of formation
of solids due to hydrazine and NTO reaction was investigated in a constant volume
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reactor, while in another experiment heat and mass transfer effects were studied us-
ing stagnation point flames. From a chemistry viewpoint, intermediate solids at low
temperatures were found to be nitrates of either ammonium or hydrazinium, depend-
ing on the presence of excess NTO or hydrazine. For stagnation point flames, with
hydrazine temperatures lower than 315K, the temperature of NTO did not affect
the threshold NTO concentration required for ignition. At such low temperatures,
gaseous NTO was found to react with liquid hydrazine due to lower vapor pressures
while above 365K, the gas phase chemistry of hydrazine was found to be dominant
and the ignition threshold concentration was affected by the temperature of either
reactant. The effect of low pressure on the concentration threshold of either propel-
lant for ignition (up to 16.9 kPa) was found to be negligible. While this appears to
be contrary to the earlier work by Corbett et al., direct comparison of the two is not
apt since vapor phase propellants were used in this case.
Although the above-mentioned studies identified the pre-ignition reaction prod-
ucts, assessed the physical aspects of the flame and determined the limiting conditions
for ignition, they still do no provide a complete picture of the ignition phenomenon
and quantitative fundamental understanding remains illusive.
Recent Studies
After initial phase of development, there was a relative slowdown in the develop-
ment of hypergolic propellant technology during the 1970s to 1990s. However, chal-
lenges from the viewpoint of cost-effectiveness together with advances in technology
have brought back interest in hypergolic propellants. Renewed efforts towards under-
standing hypergolic ignition and combustion, are however significantly different, with
a greater emphasis being placed on fundamental understanding. Because of this, the
following review does not attempt to segregate the recent studies on hypergolic com-
bustion, based on motivation. Instead, experimental works are summarized initially,
followed by development of vapor phase chemical kinetics of hypergolic propellants.
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Targeting effects of fuel lead vs. oxidizer lead, Lecourt [16] studied injection under
reduced pressure conditions using a single element coaxial injector of the Aestus
system. With oxidizer lead, NTO was found to reach its vapor pressure before the
beginning of MMH injection, suggesting possible gas phase transport prior to liquid
interaction. Lecourt noted that the lower ambient pressure has a significant effect on
NTO injection and a wider cone angle was observed upon injection. A similar effect
was not observed in case of MMH due to its lower vapor pressure. Overpressure in the
experiments occurred in two forms, viz. smooth increase in the pressure, leading to a
peak at the time of MMH injection and a sharp pressure spike prior to injection. The
smooth overpressure was attributed to NTO vapor diffusing inside the MMH valve
while the pressure spikes were thought to be due to residues left from previous testing.
Visual observations indicated that ignition occurred at a location downstream of the
impinging jets. After ignition, flame spread occurred downstream of the ignition point
before moving upstream of the impingement point, delayed by 5 ms after the visually
observed ignition and sensed pressure rise. It was concluded that an oxidizer lead
time of 200 ms is sufficient for smooth ignition at sub-atmospheric pressures.
Pourpoint and Anderson [33] studied rocket grade hydrogen peroxide with a cat-
alytically promoted fuel, called “Block0” (a mixture of methanol and manganese
acetate tetrahydrate(MAT) in 78:22 ratio by weight). The experimental geometry
consisted of an unlike doublet configuration, shown in Figure 1.4. Three different
ambient gases: helium, air and argon were considered and the effects of operating
pressures between 0.5 atm and 3 atm were studied. Although the propellants in this
study are not MMH and RFNA, the effects of ambient conditions studied are impor-
tant for ignition and flame propagation of other propellants. At atmospheric pressure,
for the highest concentration of oxidizer, a consistent ignition delay was observed for
different ambient gases. While increment in the ignition delay for a lower oxidizer
concentrations was found to be a factor of 2 in air and argon, it was a factor of 7 in
helium. This effect of the ambient gas on ignition delay was found to be inversely
proportional to operating pressure. Observed effects were attributed to the high ther-
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mal diffusivity of helium and interactions with the reacting liquid and gases. Several
statistical correlations were developed, tied to the experimental results.
Figure 1.4. Experimental geometry for unlike doublet impinging jet experiment [13].
Using a similar experimental set-up, James [34] investigated MMH-RFNA im-
pinging jet ignition. A dense fog was observed immediately after impingement but
without ignition and the suspected cause of non-ignition was the purity of MMH.
Similar difficulty in ignition was observed by Kubal et al. [13] using the same im-
pinging jet experiment. The experimental setup was therefore tested using different
hypergolic propellants. Observed ignition in these cases verified the functionality of
this apparatus. The reactivity of the propellants MMH and RFNA was then in-
vestigated using drop tests, which showed violent explosions with an ignition delay
representative of these propellants (≈ 5 ms), and thereby eliminated reactivity as a
cause of non-ignition observed by Kubal et al. Ignition in a similar impinging jet set-
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up was later achieved by reducing injection velocities and increasing jet diameters.
Dennis et al. [35] used the same set-up to explore ignition of gelled MMH and RFNA.
Repeatable ignition was obtained using an injector orifice size of 0.635 mm. It was
noted that in comparison with pure propellants, ignition delays of gelled propellants
were of the same order, i.e. 4− 5 ms but slightly higher. This same setup is utilized
for modeling purpose, so as to associate the experimental apparatus with modeling
efforts.
Further elaborating on the differences observed in the ignition behavior of MMH
and RFNA under similar experimental conditions, Forness et al. [36] subdivided the
liquid propellant impact phenomenon as splashes, bounces and explosions. Based on
the Weber number and the contact angle of the impinging droplets, splashes were
observed for Weber numbers greater than 250 while Weber numbers less than 250
showed bounces or explosions depending on the contact angle which was shown to
have a critical value of 7◦. The reaction between liquid propellants is known to have an
effect on the hypergolic ignition but presents significant difficulties for experimental
probing, therefore limiting available data and validated theory with regard to the
liquid interaction.
In a series of articles and a report, Mays et al. [37], Farmer et al. [38] and Smith [39]
investigated chemical delay time or the delay between first gas evolution from the im-
pacting drop and gas phase ignition of hypergolic propellants of the hydrazine family.
Using hydrazine, UDMH and furfuryl alcohol with RFNA/WFNA(white fuming ni-
tric acid - 98% HNO3), a method for determining “chemical delay” was established
by Mays et al. This experimental technique, based on the drop test, ignored liquid in-
teraction by defining chemical delay as the time lag between significant gas evolution
and vapor ignition.
Using this method, Farmer et al. found that hydrazine-RFNA propellants have
longer delays than UDMH-RFNA and extremes of oxidizer to fuel (O/F) ratios for
hydrazine produced unpredictable delays. Building on these studies, Smith elaborated
on the effects of C/N ratio of the fuel, presence of atmospheric oxygen, addition of
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methanol and temperature of the propellants. Investigating mixtures of fuels to vary
the C/N ratio, the smallest ignition delay was seen at a value of 0.3 ms .
While presence of atmospheric oxygen was found to increase the rate of consump-
tion of MMH, it did not significantly affect UDMH or hydrazine. Changing C/O/N
proportion by adding methanol to the fuel was seen to cause explosions above the
level of 10% by volume but switching the order of mixing, i.e. addition of oxidizer to
the fuel mixture was found to prevent such explosions. This result, attributed to oxy-
genation of the fuel, does not clarify the inference in terms of a fundamental chemical
process. The propellant temperature was found to have less effect on ignition delay
of MMH and hydrazine compared to UDMH, which showed an order of magnitude
higher effect per degree increase in the fuel temperature. Although this quantification
is beneficial, its utility remains limited since it is difficult to control the propellant
temperature after injection.
Many of the studies mentioned above postulate that the mechanism of ignition for
MMH and RFNA is more dependent on self-heating than on chain branching. This
suggests that initial contact of liquids results in rapid heat generation that supports
vaporization as well as initial gas phase reactions. This was studied experimentally by
Wang and Thynell [11] using a drop test to measure the ignition delay and interme-
diate species along with high speed visual observations. From the observations, three
stages of MMH-RFNA ignition were postulated: liquid reactions that raise the mix-
ture temperature to greater than 280 C (553 K ), accompanied by gas phase aerosol
reactions until complete vaporization which is then succeeded by gas phase ignition.
Products of the liquid-liquid pre-ignition reaction were identified to be a complex
(monomethylhydrazinium nitrateMMHN) along with gaseous species methyl nitrate
(CH3ONO2), nitrous oxide (N2O), water vapor (H2O), and Nitrogen (N2).
On a system level, Nusca et al. [40–44], studied a new design of bi-propellant
rocket engine, termed as the Impinging Stream Vortex Engine (ISVE). In this design,
impinging streams are directed tangentially(Figure 1.5) to impinge upon the chamber
wall initially. This design promotes mixing and is reported to allow smaller chamber
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dimensions with better combustion efficiencies. Additionally it is touted to provide a
lighter construction because the chamber walls are cooled by impinging liquid (at the
expense of higher heating of the head end of the chamber). In this study, reacting,
time accurate computations were performed using a finite volume method that treated
transport and source terms explicitly. Simulations of superheated reacting vapors
with vaporizing discrete phase were carried out. In a three-dimensional geometry,
detailed chemical mechanism was employed, making it a computationally expensive
endeavor. Comparison of pressure-time history, which is a broad representation of all
the processes in the system, was found to be close to measurements. It was noted
that similar results were difficult to achieve with a reduced chemical mechanism.
Figure 1.5. Impinging Stream Vortex Engine: illustration [41].
For reacting computational fluid dynamics studies, it is important to have a chem-
ical mechanism that is both cost effective and provides the correct characteristics such
as flame speed and ignition transients. Although an attempt at exploration of reac-
tion kinetics was made in 1960’s by Skinner et al. [22], elementary reactions that may
be involved in the combustion of hypergolic propellants are still being investigated.
Catoire et al. [45,46] studied detonation sensitivity of MMH and proposed a reduced
kinetic model for decomposition of MMH. In a later study [47], a larger mechanism in-
volving 70 species and 373 reactions, based on several rate studies, such as by Baluch
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et al. [48] and by Hanson and Salimian [49], was proposed. It was validated with
measured ignition delays and updated with calculated thermodynamic properties [50]
in another study on chemistry of hydrazine vapor detonations.
Using such models alongside shock tube measurements of ignition delays of MMH-
methane-oxygen mixtures diluted with argon, [51] Catoire et al. found that below
1000 K , methane and MMH compete for oxygen, delaying ignition of MMH or in-
creasing reactivity of methane - depending on the chosen fuel. Extending the earlier
mechanism to 82 species and 403 reactions, Catoire et al. [52] compared the ignition
delay predictions with estimates from literature for the propellants MMH-NTO, and
found the two to be close. Although it must be mentioned that these calculations
dealt with premixed vapors while the estimates from literature included other pro-
cesses such as vaporization. It is also noteworthy that the mechanism did not show
ignition for vapors at atmospheric conditions.
Continuing this effort in a bid to understand the hypergolicity of MMH and ni-
tric acid at room temperature, Catoire et al. [53] studied reactions of isocyanic acid
(HNCO) with HNO3 using another detailed kinetics model consisting of 70 species
and 506 reactions. In this study, initial reaction of isocyanic acid with nitric acid was
found to be important, leading to thermal decomposition of HNO3 to produce OH
and NO2, which were identified as chain carriers up to auto-ignition. In spite of such
concentrated effort in understanding the detailed chemistry using latest experimental
as well as modeling techniques, further research into individual reactions was deemed
necessary to explain the hypergolicity of these propellants at room temperature.
Gas phase oxidation reactions of MMH and RFNA proceed through different chan-
nels than typical hydrocarbon oxidation which has radicals of hydrogen and oxygen(H,
O and OH) as important species while for oxidation of hydrazine family of propellants
by RFNA or NTO, hydroxyl(OH) radical and oxides of nitrogen(NOx) are important.
One study focusing on OH and NO, undertaken by Zabarnick [54] observed large
deviations in reaction rate measurements for high pressures and suggested further
accumulation of data in this regime. The study by Ishikawa and McQuaid con-
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sidered decomposition reactions for MMH and daughter species by nitrogen dioxide
(NO2) [55], while another study by Allen addressed N2O decomposition at various
operating conditions [56]. A recent study by Cook et al. [57] focused on further
details of MMH decomposition through abstraction of the hydrogen atom to form
daughter species CH3NNH2, CH3NH and CH3NN. Initial gas phase reactions of hy-
drazine with NO2 were studied by Daimon et al. [58] using computational molecular
dynamics for estimating barriers. At low temperatures, it was found that sequential
oxidation reactions, with HONO as product, have zero or very low barrier. Based on
these several datasets, a detailed mechanism was built by Anderson et al. [59]. This
mechanism has 81 species and 513 reactions and has been used by Nusca et al. in his
calculations [40–44].
While such large chemical mechanisms are better at capturing detailed chemistry,
they are prohibitively expensive in computing multidimensional reacting flow solu-
tions. A direct effect of a large chemical mechanism on computational cost comes
from the number of species; each of which adds an equation, increasing the size of
matrices that need to be inverted for every iteration of a coupled solution scheme.
An indirect effect, on the other hand, comes from increased stiffness of the system of
equations, due to the non-linear behavior of the chemical reactions. Due to both these
effects, computational costs escalate rapidly with large chemical mechanisms. Such
mechanisms, however, provide a good starting point for reduced mechanisms which
can then preserve important aspects of chemistry while reducing costs of reacting flow
simulations.
The mechanism by Anderson et al. [59] was reduced by Labbe et al. [60,61] for in-
corporation in modern CFD solvers leading to two mechanisms: one with 25 species,
98 reactions and the second with 29 species, 120 reactions. A third larger and more
detailed mechanism (41 species, 200 reactions) was developed based on the work of
Labbe [62]. Performance of these three reduced mechanisms was assessed by compar-
ing the results with those of the detailed mechanism. The present work uses these
three mechanisms to assess the performance of each in context of reacting flow simu-
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lations. Based on this assessment, reacting flow simulations of impinging vapor sheets
are carried out using the better among the three mechanisms. Appendix B gives the
two mechanisms along with the original mechanism due to Anderson [59].
Recent studies on hypergolic propellants have benefited significantly from ad-
vances in experimental capabilities that can probe smaller time and length scales
than previously possible. Similarly, large scale computing power is providing new ca-
pabilities for exploring this field. Although accurate measurements are being utilized
for detailing microscopic phenomena or towards calibrating models, it is a daunt-
ing task to provide possible links between fundamental physical processes based on
such. Computations so far have targeted hypergols chiefly from vapor phase chem-
istry point of view and while limited number of system level modeling efforts that
were attempted benefit from both, they suffer from focusing on the broader context
of their undertaking. It thus remains necessary to bring the advances in chemistry
together with other physical processes to establish a modeling framework that can
be brought to bear upon this challenging problem in its entirety. The present work
is therefore intended to address this gap in modeling, in order to provide a possible
avenue of study of hypergolic propellants MMH and RFNA.
1.4 Modelling Approach
As discussed in Section 1.3, many aspects of hypergolic propellant combustion
have been studied in the past but much remains to be done, especially in utilizing
the recent developments in chemical kinetics within a computational fluid dynamics
framework. Some of the complex interactions of fundamental processes have been
probed theoretically using various empirical parameters, but there remains a need
for a comprehensive model which encompasses the phenomena involved in hypergolic
ignition and combustion. This work is aimed at such an inclusion of chemical ki-
netic aspects of hypergolic propellant combustion into fluid dynamic calculations to
understand the nuances of the interactions involved.
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Investigations into combustion of hypergolic propellants, specifically, experiments
with the impinging jet injector have been underway for some time as a part of a mul-
tiple university research initiative(MURI). These experiments provide detailed visual
observations of the jet impingement, formation of the expanding liquid sheets, subse-
quent spray formation and other microscopic phenomena associated with hypergolic
ignition and combustion. A well developed computational model can assist in an-
alyzing the experiments, enabling the exploration at a fundamental level, but such
a model is not readily available. It is therefore important to invest in development
of such a model to compliment experimental efforts. A step by step approach is
taken for this development, using the available tools like chemical kinetics packages
Cosilab R© [63] and CHEMKIN R© [64] in parallel with an in-house CFD code GEMS
(General Equation and Mesh Solver) [65–69], which allows the use of generalized state
equations.
The first stage of the investigation considers premixed vapors of the propellants
MMH and RFNA to simulate auto-ignition behavior under various conditions and
constraints. Three reduced kinetic mechanisms developed by Labbe et al. [60, 61,70]
are used for the simulations. At the beginning, characteristics of the three mecha-
nisms are studied, followed by performance differences for prediction of auto-ignition.
Detailed composition history is studied next for premixed vapor as well as liquid phase
propellants to understand the interdependence of various species and temperature on
ignition delay. An adaptive time stepping scheme is also validated to capture correct
transient and asymptotic solution.
The second stage in this work is an investigation of chemical kinetics with dif-
fusion. This is carried out by simulating opposed jet flames of vapors and liquids.
Diffusion flame characteristics: flame width, residence time and peak temperature,
are studied for various bulk strain rates. Flame structure, which is the focus of gas
phase opposed jet flames, is studied in detail using species selected amongst those
formed by fuel decomposition, oxidizer dissociation and intermediates at different op-
erating conditions of pressure and inlet temperatures. Focus of the liquid opposed jets
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is the gas layer formed at the interface. Dynamics of this thin gas layer are studied
in terms of its width, average temperatures and peak temperatures reached. The gas
layer characteristics are important for mixing of the expanding liquid sheets, which
influences subsequent phenomena like spray formation, popping or reaction stream
separation.
Next, a set of two-dimensional cases are considered to connect reaction kinetics
with flow physics closer to realistic systems. Influence of ambient conditions on igni-
tion and flame spreading behavior is relevant to hypergolic propellants because of the
wide range of their applications. A number of cases are used to study effects of ambi-
ent or bulk gas and pressure. Inert gases helium, neon and argon are used as ambient
gas into which the propellants are injected. For each inert gas, three pressures, 0.1
atm, 1 atm and 10 atm are considered.
1.5 Outline
Chapter 2 focuses on relevant computational models, with the additional details
of the solver given in Appendix A. First, governing equations are discussed relevant to
the models used, along with homogeneous liquig-gas model. This is followed by details
of reaction kinetics and liquid reaction and vaporization. Adaptive time stepping
method for the homogeneous reactor modeling is described at the end.
Chapter 3 describes the results of homogeneous reactor modeling, explained in
previous section. Characteristics of the reduced mechanism and validation of the in-
house CFD code is described first, followed by detailed species history and importance
of various species in thermal activation of gas kinetics. Premixed liquid results are
discussed next with summarizing remarks at the end.
Chapter 4 gives the details of diffusion flames of vapors under varying conditions
of operation. Exploring the influence of these conditions, detailed flame structure and
its evolution is described. Results are presented for reacting opposed jets of liquids
before summarizing the one-dimensional flames.
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Chapter 5 includes results of impinging vapor sheets and discusses influence of
inert bath gases at different pressure conditions on the kinetics embedded in the
flow. Utilizing earlier results, analysis is presented for gas phase ignition delays of
propellants MMH and RFNA.
The last chapter presents a summary and conclusion of the work on modeling
of hypergolic ignition using finite rate chemistry with three reduced chemical mech-
anisms for premixed as well as impinging sheets modeling. A brief discussion of
possible future research directions is presented at the end.
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CHAPTER 2. COMPUTATIONAL MODEL
Ignition of hypergolic propellants is a multi-phase, multi-physics phenomenon, that
involves liquid impingement, spray formation, liquid reactions, vaporization, gas flow
and gas phase reactions. Each phenomenon is individually important in ignition
and in practice, it is difficult to isolate one without affecting its dependence on the
others. Nevertheless, understanding each phenomenon independently is critical for
anticipating its effect on the overall ignition process. Advances in computational
framework provide an ideal opportunity of such study. Therefore we begin with a
relatively simple and well known model of reacting gaseous flow and progress to more
sophisticated multi-phase models.
2.1 Models and Governing Equations
As described in the previous chapter, a step by step approach is adopted for
modeling of ignition and combustion of hypergolic propellants. In the first step,
decoupled chemistry in a zero-dimensional homogeneous reactor is studied, followed
by opposed flames as a second step. The last step incorporates effects of diffusion and
advection in simulations of impinging vapor sheets. Governing equations for these
three models are shown here, starting with the most detailed model and simplifying
to lower dimensional models.
2.1.1 Multidimensional Governing Equations








= H + Ω˙ (2.1)
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where the vector Q is a set of conserved variables, Ei and Fvi are the inviscid and
viscous flux vectors respectively while the vector H contains source terms other than
those in the species equations. The conserved variables are,
Q =
(
ρ, ρux, ρuy, ρuz, ρh
0 − p, ρYj
)T
(2.2)
where ρ is the density of the mixture, ux, uy and uz are the three Cartesian velocities,
h0 is the total enthalpy, p is the pressure and Yj is mass fraction of j
th species in the
mixture. In absence of external forces, the source vector H is zero. Further details of
flux vectors, discretization and solution procedure are given in Appendix A.
The governing equations form a set connected by the state variables density and
enthalpy. While density appears in all the equations, enthalpy is a direct connection
between energy and species equations. It is therefore necessary to define relations
between solution variables and the state variables density and enthalpy. This is
accomplished by equation of state and caloric equation respectively. In generic form,
the equation of state can be written as,
ρ = ρ (p, T ) (2.3a)





where T is the temperature, Ru is the universal gas constant and MW is molar mass.
Caloric equation in a simple form can be stated as,




where href is the reference enthalpy at the reference temperature Tref and C is the
specific heat. It should be noted here that a solution of the governing equations is
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usually obtained as primitive variables Qp (Qp = [p, u, v, w, T, Yj]
T ). Transformation














These Jacobians contain derivatives of density ρ and enthalpy h, which can be deter-
mined using equation of state and caloric equation defined above.
The last vector, Ω˙, in equation 2.1 contains source terms for species conservation
equations. Calculation of the source terms is described in section 2.2 with an emphasis
on the types of reactions involved in the kinetics mechanisms used for this work.
Homogeneous Liquid-Gas Model using Amagat’s Law
It is postulated that ignition of hypergolic propellants is critically influenced by
liquid phase phenomena as evidenced from the fact that hypergolic propellants neither
require to be pre-vaporized nor need an external source of ignition. The liquid phase
is therefore an essential part of the overall ignition process and needs to be included
in the modeling efforts.
The homogeneous liquid-gas model presents an attractive option for modeling
liquid-gas mixtures, without the complexities of interface tracking and accompanying
spatial resolution requirements. This model uses Amagat’s law, which states that the
total volume of a fluid is the sum of partial volumes of its components. It is well
suited for mixtures containing liquids, enabling treatment of the liquids and gases in
the same framework. In order to understand the difference between the Gibbs-Dalton






where V is the total volume occupied by a mixture and vj is the volume of j
th

























where M is the total mass of the system, mj is the mass of j
th species and Yj is the
mass fraction of jth species in the mixture. It is important to note that this relation
between mass fraction and mixture density does not depend on equation of state for











where mj is the mass of j
th species, V is the total volume of the mixture and vj
is the volume occupied by each component of the mixture. In actual calculation
procedure, mixture density and appropriate derivatives are required, which can be
calculated from equation 2.8. Volume fractions are not determined unless of interest.
Thus, Amagat’s law allows fluid mixtures to include arbitrary liquids for which the
equation of state and the caloric equation are known. Details of various mixture
property derivatives required for the Jacobians can be found in [66,67].
A straightforward way of obtaining an equation of state for a liquid is to treat the
liquid as a low compressibility fluid so that,





where ρ0 is the incompressible density and Z is the compressibility factor, determined
as the smallest positive root of the Peng-Robinson equation of state [71], given as,
Z3 − (1−Bz)Z2 +
(
Az − 3B2z − 2Bz
)
Z − (AzBz −B2z −B3z) = 0 (2.11)






















where pc and Tc are critical pressure and temperature of the substance. Parameter
a scales with α, which is a function of acentric factor ω and reduced temperature
Tr = T/Tc as,











and κ is the property of a substance given by,
κ = 0.37464 + 1.54226ω − 0.26992ω2. (2.16)
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= ρT = − Zp
RT 2
. (2.17b)
Specific enthalpy, h of fluids is given as,
h = href + h (T ) (2.18)
where href is the specific enthalpy at the reference state and h (T ) is sensible en-
thalpy which is a function of the temperature T . In case of liquids, the enthalpy for
compressed liquid is also added. Thus the liquid enthalpy is given as,
h = href +
p
ρ
+ h (T ) (2.19)
which gives the necessary derivatives for the gas species as,
∂h
∂p
= hp = 0 (2.20a)
∂h
∂T
= hT = Cp (2.20b)





hT = C. (2.21b)
Properties of liquids such as the constant density ρ0, specific heat capacity C and
transport properties viscosity, and thermal conductivity are given in Table 2.1. Mass
diffusivities of liquids are determined from a Schmidt number of 600, which is a
representative value for liquids [72].
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Table 2.1. Liquid properties.
Liquid Density Dynamic Specific Thermal
ρ0 (kg/m
3) viscosity heat capacity conductivity
µ (Pa− s) C (J/kg −K) λ (W/m−K)
MMH 875 8.55× 10−4 2928.7 0.24
RFNA 1570 9× 10−4 1760 0.28
2.1.2 Axisymmetric Opposed Jets
Axisymmetric formulation is a subset of the multi-dimensional governing equations
described previously, expressed in cylindrical coordinates instead of Cartesian. In a









= H + rΩ˙ (2.22)
where the vector Q contains conserved variables in axial and radial directions. The


















where it is assumed that y direction is the radial direction.
These governing equations can be simplified assuming a self-similar solution with
the similarity variable v/r, as a function of axial coordinate x. Further details of the
transformation can be found in [64].
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2.1.3 Homogeneous Reactor Model
A common observation from experiments involving MMH and RFNA is that there
is a finite delay between liquid contact and gas phase ignition. Experimental studies
by Lecourt et al., [16], Farmer et al. [38], Smith [39], Wang and Thynell [11] and
by Forness et al. [36] have shown, during this delay there is continued evolution of
gaseous species comprising products of liquid reaction and vapors of the propellants.
A typical ignition delay from drop on pool experiments by Smith [39] showed that
the time delay between gas evolution and ignition is less than a millisecond while the
overall delay from liquid contact to ignition is at least an order of magnitude higher.
During this intermediate time, propellant vapors mix and in the limiting case, form
a homogeneous mixture before acquiring the superheat necessary for ignition. The
process of ignition after acquiring the necessary energy can be modeled assuming a
homogeneous reactor, which decouples heat and mass transfer effects from reaction
kinetics. The governing equations are therefore conservation of energy and species,
forming a set of non-linear ODEs. An additional constraint is necessary for complete
description of the problem and two straightforward options are: constant pressure and








where Yi are conserved mass fractions of the species and specific enthalpy h is related






and ω˙i are the species source terms, calculated as described in section 2.2. In the case
of a constant volume homogeneous reactor, the specific energy is conserved instead




These equations are augmented by state relations,
ρ = ρ (p, T ) (2.27a)
h = h (p, T ) (2.27b)
to provide closure.
2.2 Gas Phase Reaction Kinetics
It is known that the majority of the hypergolic heat release occurs in the gas
phase. It is thus a logical place to begin our modeling efforts. Based on prior works
described in section 1.3 and as stated in section 1.2, ignition depends upon state of
the mixture and gas phase reactions considered. The reacting gas phase model is
therefore instrumental in accurately capturing ignition and subsequent combustion.
2.2.1 Reduced Kinetic Mechanisms
Recent efforts on fundamental modeling of gas phase kinetics of hydrazine based
fuels with nitric acid based oxidizers have developed large scale mechanisms as de-
scribed by Catoire et al. [51, 52], Anderson et al. [59] and Labbe [70]. Reduction
of these mechanisms is necessary for their effective use in fluid dynamic simula-
tions. Three such reductions by Prof. Westmoreland’s group at N.C. State Uni-
versity [60–62] are used in the present work. Following are the details of the three
mechanisms.
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The first two of the three mechanisms, henceforth referred to as RChem1 and
RChem2, are developed from the mechanism assembled by Anderson et al. [59] (re-
ferred to as ARL mechanism), containing 81 species and 513 reactions. These two
mechanisms contain 25 and 29 species and have 98 and 120 reactions respectively.
The third mechanism is developed from a combination of the ARL mechanism and
the detailed mechanism of morpholine chemistry by Lucassen [73] and contains 200
reactions of 41 species. Table 2.2 gives a summary of the three mechanisms more
detailed characteristics are evaluated in section 3.1.
Table 2.2. Details of the reduced mechanisms.
RChem1 RChem2 RChem3
Species 25 29 41
Reactions 98 120 200
2.2.2 Determination of Reaction Rates and Species Source Terms
An important part of the present work deals with reacting gaseous flows, which
requires solving multiple species equations and capturing the correct interactions.
In a fundamental form, these reactions are given by a set of elementary chemical





where χj is j
th species participating in the kth reaction, Kf and Kb are forward and
reverse rates of reaction, while ν ′j,k and ν
′′
j,k are forward and reverse stoichiometric







where A and b are constants, T is temperature, Ea is activation energy and Ru is
universal gas constant. Many elementary reactions require additional parameters for
determining the forward reaction rates. These parameters are discussed next, followed
by the procedure to get the backward rate Kb.
Third Body Efficiency
Some of the uni-molecular dissociation reactions require excitation via collisions
with other molecules. These can be considered to have two steps,
A + M −−⇀↽− A · + M (2.30a)
A · −→ B (2.30b)
where, the first step is collision with a molecule of species M, to acquire necessary
energy and form the radical A · . This step is reversible and can lead back to species
A. Species M can be any species, including A itself. Similarly, recombination reactions
may also require a third species M.
A + B −−⇀↽− AB · (2.31a)
AB · + M −−⇀↽− AB + M. (2.31b)
In this case, species M is required to carry away excess energy and prevent a possible
dissociation of AB·. In both these cases, species M acts as an energy carrier, for which
some species are better suited than others. In order to capture this effectiveness of a
species to carry energy, the parameter third body efficiency, η, is defined and specified
for a reaction amongst the rate parameters. Instead of writing such reactions in
multiple steps, they may equivalently be written as,
A + B + M −−⇀↽− AB + M. (2.32)
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where the third body efficiencies ηi are unity unless specified otherwise.
Pressure Dependence
Some reactions behave differently for low pressure and/or temperature conditions,
called the low pressure limit [75,76]. Often reactions require presence of a third body
at the low pressure limit alone. Such reactions are written with (+M) to indicate
third body dependence at the low pressure limit. Rate calculation for such a reaction
can be better illustrated with an example. Consider the reaction,
NO2( + M) −−⇀↽− NO + O( + M). (2.34)
Rate parameters for this reaction include two sets of Arrhenius constants given in
Tables 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5. The rate at the low pressure limit is k0 while k∞ corresponds
to the rate at normal conditions. For intermediate states of the mixture (“fall-off”











and F is the broadening factor, introduced to better represent reaction rate in this
region. It is either assumed to be unity or calculated from the Troe parameters [75] or
the Tsang and Herron [77] linear fits, that are provided with the reaction parameters.
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The broadening factor F incorporated to account for complex energy transfers be-
tween colliding molecules for unimolecular and recombination reactions. The simplest
approximation, F = 1, known as the Lindemann form, neglects energy transfers due
to weak collisions, leading to an earlier transition of reaction rate to the high pressure
limit. The broadening factor due to Troe [75] provides a better approximation of
this transition to the high pressure limit. The Troe form employs four parameters
and three exponential terms, calculation of which can be simplified using Tsang and
Herron linear fits. These are two parameter expressions, determined by comparing
theoretically calculated reaction rates and the Lindemann form at various tempera-
tures. In Table 2.5, a Tsang and Herron fit for reaction in equation 2.34 is provided,
giving F as
F = tsa1 + tsa2 × T. (2.37)





log (Pr) + c
n− d (logPr + c)
]2]−1
log (Fcent) (2.38)
where Fcent is given as,
Fcent = (1− α) e(−T/t1) + αe(−T/t2) + e(−t3/T ) (2.39)
where t1, t2 and t3 are Troe parameters. Other constants in the calculation of Fcent
are,
c = −0.4− 0.67 log (Fcent) ,
n = 0.75− 1.27 log (Fcent) (2.40)
d = 0.14
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Table 2.3. Arrhenius rate parameters for reaction in equation 2.34.
Condition A b Ea
Normal (k∞) 7.6× 1018 -1.27 73290
Low pressure (k0) 2.47× 1028 -3.37 74800






Table 2.5. Tsang and Herron fit for broadening factor, reaction in equation 2.34.
tsa1 tsa2
0.94 −1× 10−4
Once we have determined the forward rate, the reverse reaction rate can be ob-
tained from equilibrium constant Keq. The equilibrium constant in terms of concen-



















where Ru is the universal gas constant in molar units and [χi] are species concentra-


















j − ν ′j,kG0j
)
. (2.44)
Thus backward reaction rate Kb is then determined from equations 2.42 and 2.41.
Species Sources
For species conservation equations, we need to calculate source terms arising from
chemical reactions.













where qprog refers to progress of the reaction k. Depending on forward and reverse
rates, the net reaction rate, [NRR] is,
[NRR] = qprogf − qprogb. (2.46)
Finally, the species production (destruction) vector is,
Ω˙ = [ω˙1, ω˙2 . . . ω˙j]





where MWj is molar mass of species “j”.
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2.3 Liquid Reaction and Vaporization
Upon contact of hypergolic propellants, liquid reactions supersede other phenom-
ena and hence need to be included in the model. Reactions for liquid MMH and
RFNA, identified in literature [22, 59] give products that are either liquid complexes
(MMHN) or solids such as ammonium nitrate (NH4NO3). In contrast, measurements
from a recent study, [11] show that the resulting products of liquid phase reactions are
gases. While the understanding of liquid complexes or solid intermediate pathways
is poor for MMH and RFNA, their inclusion also presents difficulties due to escalat-
ing computational cost. An alternative is to consider observed products as resulting
from a global reaction. A multi-step mechanism for pre-ignition liquid reactions is




2 NH2 + HNO3 −→ CH3NH+NH + HONO + H2O (2.48)
CH3NH
+NH + HNO3 −→ CH3N+N + HONO + H2O (2.49)
CH3N
+N + NO−3 −→ CH3ONO2 + N2. (2.50)
A global reaction based on these three steps is shown below.
CH3NHNH2 + 3 HNO3 −→ CH3ONO2 + 2 HONO + 2 H2O + N2. (2.51)
In this reaction, all the products are gaseous and contain water and nitrogen, which
are final combustion products, indicating that this global reaction represents a par-
allel path to gas phase chemistry. The product species methyl nitrate (CH3ONO2) is
known to be a mono-propellant as well as an explosive, which is particularly affected
by the presence of oxygen [78]. The heat of this reaction, calculated from enthalpies
of the species involved (6.4 MJ/ kg), is 12% of that resulting from complete com-
bustion of methane (55 MJ/ kg) and has an adiabatic flame temperature of 1030 K .
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Hence incorporating this liquid phase reaction can release the energy necessary for
vaporization and gas phase ignition.
While the liquid phase reaction is essential, including a liquid phase requires an
adequate model for vaporization. The simplest model for this purpose is to consider
vaporization as a chemical reaction, with each of the liquids as a reactant and cor-
responding vapor as the product. The well known Langmuir model can be used to














where S is the surface area of the liquid, pvref is reference vapor pressure at tempera-
ture Tref , T is the current liquid temperature, MW is molecular mass, R is universal
gas constant and ∆Hv is the heat of vaporization. This expression can be cast into
an equivalent Arrhenius rate form as,



















In this model, the surface area S of the liquid can be approximated from homogeneous
equilibrium model as it relates to gradient of the volume fraction of the liquid, which
in turn varies as the inverse of the cell size, 1/∆x. Also, the difference in the enthalpy
of the phases provides the expected endothermic behavior.
Liquid reaction and vaporization models introduced here, are calibrated in chapter
3 and premixed liquids in a homogeneous reactor are modeled using these. Gas phase
chemistry calculations are also a part of the homogeneous reactor modeling and com-
parison with Cosilab results is used for validating their implementation. Additionally,
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transport properties need to be calculated, details of which are provided in Appendix
A. Opposed diffusion flames of vapors are used for validation of transport proper-
ties and determine required grid resolution by comparing with CHEMKIN results.
Subsequent two-dimensional calculations adhere to the cell size, found to accurately
predict the species profiles within the flame.
2.4 Adaptive Time Stepping for Homogeneous Reactor Modeling
The governing equations described above for a homogeneous reactor constitute a
system of non-linear ODEs, which depending on the kinetics mechanism, can be a stiff
problem. According to Cash [80], such a stiff problem is a combination of smooth and
transient problems, where the stiffness is usually associated with the transient. The
time step for solving such problems is therefore dependent on the transient, which is
a non-linear region, (whose location is unknown) that needs high resolution. In such
regions, the limiting time scale depends upon two factors, namely rate of the fastest
reaction and the levels of trace species. Both these factors play an important role
at ignition, which has a steep temperature gradient that influences reaction rates,
as well as the highest concentrations of many trace species. Employing the smallest
time scale associated with ignition for the entire calculation can insure accuracy, but
the computational cost would be prohibitive even for a single point calculation.
Significant non-linear behavior of a reaction mechanism is typically observed in
three regions: initiation transient, ignition transient and near equilibrium transient.
During initiation transient, as intermediate species are created in trace amounts, their
destruction through reverse reactions is responsible for non-linearity and requires
good temporal resolution. The same is true for the final stage of the reactions near
equilibrium. During the ignition transient, both the reaction rate and trace species
dictate the required resolution, although for larger mechanisms usually the trace
species play the critical role. These limitations on the time scale can be imposed by
estimating change in the solution for a given time step and restricting it to a pre-
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determined level, as described by Lian et al. [81]. However, such limitation may not
provide sufficient resolution at the beginning of a highly non-linear region, causing -
a) inaccuracies in the final solution and b) an extremely restrictive time step. This
situation can be remedied by determining non-linearity of a region and restricting the
time step earlier in the transient to prevent subsequent inaccuracies.




















where τ is the pseudo time. In the following discussion, n is the current time level,
n+ k is the current pseudo time level, n+ k + 1 is the pseudo time update (τ) level
and n+ 1 is the next time level. Subsequent source term linearization and algebraic














where Jacobians Γ andD are as defined earlier and the solution update at the (k + 1)th
pseudo time level is given by
∆Qn+k+1p = Q
n+k+1
p −Qnp . (2.61)
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In solving the above linearized system, identification of non-linear regions to pro-
vide adequate temporal resolution is the main challenge, which is the distinguishing
feature of the proposed method and it is discussed next.
Explicit treatment of source terms is known to be conservative [68,82] and hence
can aid in prediction of non-linear regions in the transient solution. Upon encounter-
ing a non-linear region, the time step is adapted to preserve accuracy of the linearized
equations, insuring correct transient solution. A step by step procedure for identifi-
cation of non-linear regions is as follows:
1. Calculate the species source terms at current time level (n) - ω˙nj
2. Calculate an explicit guess of the solution - [P, T, Yj]
n+1 using current time step
∆tn.
3. Calculate the set of species source terms for the guessed solution [P, T, Yj]
n+1 -
ω˙n+1j
4. Check the first explicit guess against the set criteria of allowed solution change.
If the check fails, reduce time step and return to step 2
5. Calculate the next explicit guess of the system - [P, T, Yj]
n+2 using current time
step ∆tn
6. Check the second explicit guess [P, T, Yj]
n+2 against set criteria for allowed
solution change. If the check fails, reduce the time step and return to step 2
7. If the explicit guess of the solution, [P, T, Yj]
n+2 exceeds prescribed limits,
present solution is near a non-linear region, reduce time step and repeat the
above steps until the explicit guess solutions obey the set limits.
It should be noted here that the explicit guess is not the actual solution, but is
utilized to investigate non-linearity of the transient solution. Typically two explicit
guessed advancements (n+2), are sufficient to identify the non-linear regions, but for
extremely stiff systems, additional explicit guess steps can be employed. Adaption of
the time step thus begins earlier in the transient and the non-linear region remains
well resolved.
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The simplest criteria for determining non-linearity is relative change in the solu-
tion. This is previously discussed by Lian et al. for insuring robustness and can be
stated as,
∆Plimit = αPref (2.62a)
∆Tlimit = αTref (2.62b)
∆Yi−limit = αYref (2.62c)
where the reference values are as suggested by Lian et al. [81]. Although for species,
the original article does not specify reference value Yref , it is likely to be unity, with
a common or distinct values of scaling parameter α, typically set as 0.1. For stiff
chemical mechanisms, mass fractions of trace species can be much lower than this
limit (Yref×α), precluding any effect on the pseudo time update and therefore leading
to the same inaccuracies in the non-linear regions. Prescribing a relative limit such
as Yref = Yi, on the other hand, can be overly restrictive, since species can undergo
a change of several orders of magnitude and yet remain within a linear region of the
solution.
For instance, consider dissociation of HNO3 at a temperature of 800 K , for which
mass fraction of H2O is shown in Figure 2.1 for first 100 time steps, starting with a
time step of 1.e-9 s, which is ramped up continuously by a factor of 1.1. As seen, mass
fraction increases by 12 orders of magnitude within 100 time steps but the solution
remains within linear region, without necessity of time step adaption. Limiting change
in H2O mass fraction to 10% of its value at each step of the above transient would
restrict the time step and thus solution time to a much lower value for 100 time
steps. Rather than limiting solution change in such a manner, implementing physical
bounds on the species mass fractions is a superior alternative. In a highly non-linear
region of the transient, an aggressive time step may lead to a greater change in a
species mass fraction than possible, violating the physical bounds given by,
0 <= Yi (2.63a)
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Figure 2.1. Early mass fraction transient of NO2 from dissociation of HNO3.
∑
i
Yi = 1, (2.63b)
indicating presence of non-linearities. The time step adaption necessary can be de-
termined from the above stated algorithm, which is shown with further details as a
flowchart in Figure 2.2.
In this flowchart, the terms used are - explicit guess: Qexp, reference and relax-
ation values of variables other than species: Qref and Qrelax respectively, relaxation
parameters for species: δ1 and δ2 for the two explicit guess values shown, reaction
mechanism: R, ratio of existing mass fractions to predicted change: , a counter to
determine if repeated reduction in time step fails to meet the set criteria: m and
lastly the spectral radius of (Γ−1D): σ. We begin the determination of adequate time
step by ramping up the current time step (10%) and following through the procedure
described earlier. A counter m is maintained to prevent excessive reduction of time
step, which directs the adaption routine to scaled inverse of spectral radius of the
source linearization matrix, as a limiting time step.
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∆tn = ∆tn−1 × 1.1
Qexp1 = Q
n + ω˙n∆tn



















if  < 1
Qexp1 = Q
n + ω˙n∆tn




















Figure 2.2. Flowchart of the adaptive time stepping algorithm.
This method of time step adaption is implemented in a zero dimensional version
of GEMS and tested with well established mechanisms. Comparison of GEMS and
Cosilab results shows excellent agreement, as shown in Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 3. HOMOGENEOUS REACTOR MODELING
Comprehensive modeling of hypergolic ignition requires consideration of chemistry
and multi-phase fluid dynamics. While computational fluid dynamics by itself is well
established, modeling of transient reacting flows, especially with detailed finite rate
chemistry using reversible elementary reactions, has seen limited application. It is
therefore necessary as a first step to understand the gas and liquid phase chemistry
described by the available mechanisms without the complexities of fluid dynamics and
interdependence of the two. Such understanding can be attained by modeling auto-
ignition in a homogeneous batch reactor which considers reacting premixed vapors
or liquids at a given initial state. We consider gas-phase chemistry first, focusing on
several reduced kinetics mechanisms that are employed in this research.
3.1 Reduced Gas-Phase Mechanism Assessment
There have been recent developments in kinetics modeling of hypergolic propel-
lants using experimental measurements of reversible elementary reactions [57, 83] as
well as modeling of reactions using advanced molecular theories [52,58,84]. Such ad-
vances benefit the formulation of detailed chemical mechanisms that may have tens
of species and hundreds of reactions. Moreover, the systematic reductions of such de-
tailed mechanisms can greatly enhance computational efficiency and enable coupled
calculations of fluid dynamics and reaction kinetics. The average cost of a single cal-
culation of the species source terms and corresponding Jacobians is shown in Figure
3.1 for representative full and reduced mechanisms. A time accurate reacting flow
simulation with 10,000,000 cells may require such calculations a billion times for a
single time step, therefore justifying the use of reduced mechanisms. A further signifi-
cant benefit is due to the reduced number of conservation equations and consequently
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lower cost of storage as well as linear solution. However, it is important to carefully
evaluate such reduced mechanisms in order to better understand the accuracy and
applicability of the predictions.
Figure 3.1. Computational cost of reduced and full mechanisms. Abbreviations - spc
: species, R : reactions.
The reduced mechanisms used in this work were briefly introduced in the previous
chapter. The mechanism developed by Anderson et al. (henceforth referred to as the
ARL mechanism) [59] incorporates parts of several existing mechanisms including the
“dark-zone” mechanism that was assembled for nitramine combustion by Anderson
et al. [85], and GRI-3.0 - the optimized mechanism for natural gas combustion [86],
as well as the mechanisms developed by Catoire et al. [47, 52] for MMH combustion
in air and NTO. Inclusion of parts from GRI-3.0 is relevant because of the methyl
group in MMH, while several other reactions are assimilated from a literature search
involving lighter molecules and are relevant for the decomposition of MMH and oxi-
dation of hydrocarbons through HNO3 and NO2. Although the mechanism was not
published as a whole, its constituent elementary reactions have been validated in the
literature and the use of this approach permits prediction of transient pressure in
a combustion chamber [44]. A second effort targeting the chemistry of morpholine
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(C4H9NO) by Lucassen et al. [73] and Li et al. [83] has lead to the development of
a kinetics mechanisms for biomass combustion modeling. This mechanism contains
small oxygenated and nitrogen-containing species which are anticipated to play a role
in the combustion of hydrazine family of propellants with NTO or RFNA.
Prof. Westmoreland’s group at N.C. State University utilized these two sets of
elementary reactions to develop three reduced mechanisms for reacting flow simula-
tions of MMH and RFNA. The first of the two mechanisms (designated as RChem1
and RChem2) were developed [61] from the ARL mechanism while the third mecha-
nism (RChem3) is based on the morpholine chemistry [62]. In addition to including
improved thermodynamic and reaction rate data, RChem3 also considers alternate
pathways for MMH decomposition that are missing in the first two mechanisms as a
consequence of their development from the ARL mechanism. Table 3.1 shows the to-
tal number of species and reactions included the three mechanisms, while Figures 3.2,
3.3 and 3.4 show the number of reactions in each of the mechanisms for the twenty two
species that are common to them and Figure 3.5 shows the number of reactions for
the remaining species that are not present in all three mechanisms. RChem2 has 20%
more reactions than RChem1, and RChem3 has 100% more reactions than RChem1
but this increment does not occur consistently across all the species. For instance,
MMH decomposition, which proceeds through successive hydrogen abstractions, has
seven and six reactions in RChem1 and RChem2 respectively whereas RChem3 has
five times as many reactions for MMH decomposition to enhance the ability to capture
fuel side chemistry. Decomposition of nitric acid on the other hand has four reactions
for the first two mechanisms but only a single reaction for the third mechanism, sug-
gesting that accuracy of the initial transient that is dependent on HNO3 dissociation,
may need higher resolution to accurately capture the unique route available. Similar
to the reactions involving MMH, the number of reactions of carbon containing species
increase from RChem1 to RChem2 to RChem3 and the number of reactions of CO2
in particular double from RChem2 to RChem3 suggesting an improved pathway for
carbon conversion to final product. Also NxHy species in RChem3, and the significant
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number of reactions associated with these, provide alternate pathways for nitrogen
conversion. In all the three mechanisms, species H, OH and NO have the highest
number of reactions and therefore are expected to act as conversion facilitators over
a broad range of conditions. It is therefore imperative that the asymptotic mass
fractions of these species, predicted by the different mechanisms are consistent.
Table 3.1. Details of the reduced mechanisms.
RChem1 RChem2 RChem3
Species 25 29 41
Reactions 98 120 200
Figure 3.2. Details of the common species in the reduced mechanism - RChem1.
With the above commonalities and differences, it is useful to compare the igni-
tion transient predictions and the final asymptotic solutions obtained with the three
mechanisms. Figure 3.6 shows transient temperatures predicted by the three reduced
mechanisms along with the detailed ARL mechanism and Figure 3.7 shows corre-
sponding asymptotic solutions compared with the respective equilibrium solutions
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Figure 3.3. Details of the common species in the reduced mechanism - RChem2.
Figure 3.4. Details of the common species in the reduced mechanism - RChem3.
for a stoichiometric mixture of propellant vapors (O/F = 2.73 for MMH and RFNA
- 88%HNO3, 10%NO2 2%H2O by mass) at an initial temperature of 800 K , reacting
at a constant pressure and enthalpy. Temperature transients predicted by the three
mechanisms show that the premixed vapors ignite in three steps of which the first
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(a) RChem1
Figure 3.5. Details of the different species in the reduced mechanisms - RChem1,
RChem2 and RChem3.
is accompanied by an initial temperature rise of 80 K followed by a relatively slow
increment of 200 K while the remaining two steps are part of the thermal runaway
that defines ignition. The first of these two steps is a sharp rise that takes the mixture
to a temperature of ≈ 2200 K while the last step is a relatively slower process that
completes the combustion. In the case of RChem1, the first two steps are clearly seen
but the third is absent, possibly due to exclusion of some of the important species
and/or reactions. This is a serious deficiency in RChem1 as the kinetics set does
not converge to the correct equilibrium solution as t → ∞. The differences in the
predicted ignition delay are related to the temperature plateau which is a part of the
first step. The details of this feature of the transient are explained later in section
3.3.
In contrast to RChem1, asymptotic temperature predictions by RChem2 and
RChem3 are similar, as shown in Figure 3.6. As mentioned previously, accurate
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prediction of the concentrations of the facilitating species, viz. H, OH and NO is
of importance for obtaining the correct asymptotic solution and Figure 3.7 shows
a close match with the respective equilibrium values for RChem2 and RChem3. Al-
though the number of species in RChem2 and RChem3 differ by 40%, the equilibrium
concentrations predicted for both the mechanisms are consistent, implying that the
additional species in RChem3 influence reaction pathways but not the asymptotic
state. Accurate asymptotic behavior is important for predicting the thermal field in
a reacting flow, but it does not guarantee resolution of the transient phenomena like
ignition. It is therefore important to recognize the differences in transient predictions
with the three mechanisms as discussed later in section 3.3.
Figure 3.6. Temperature transient predictions with the three mechanisms for





Figure 3.7. Comparison of asymptotic and equilibrium solutions for stoichiometric
mixture at 800 K .
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3.2 Adaptive Time Stepping
As a part of assessing the accuracy of transient predictions, it is important to
estimate the required temporal resolution since the highly non-linear pre-ignition
chemistry can lead to a significant deviation in the predicted ignition delay, location
of ignition as well as the rate of flame spreading. Commercial chemical kinetics solvers
like CHEMKINTM or CosilabTM employ adaptive time-stepping to resolve the non-
linear regions which result from two factors: temperature and pressure dependence of
the reaction rates and the concentrations of the participating species. The disparity
in time scales contained within a reaction mechanism increases dramatically with
increase in the number of reactions, implying that RChem3, which has the largest
number of reactions among the three mechanisms will be the most restrictive for
time advancement. In this section, we look to quantify the extent and effects of the
time step restriction for the three mechanisms applied to the homogeneous reactor
problem.
(a) GRI-3.0 (b) RChem1 with OH
Figure 3.8. Comparison of adapted time-step for two mechanisms.
The adaptive time-stepping procedure in the GEMS code is first assessed for two
cases using the results of the commercial Cosilab package. The first case uses the
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well-established GRI-3.0 [87], which has 53 species and 325 reactions, to predict the
auto-ignition of a rich mixture of methane and oxygen at an equivalence ratio of 1.6
and an initial temperature of 1200 K at constant pressure and enthalpy. Comparison
of time-step history for this case with that of Cosilab is shown in Figure 3.8(a). For
both solvers, the initial time-step is less than 10−10 s , which is ramped up in a short
duration to 10−5 s for GEMS and 10−3 s for Cosilab. Although the magnitude of time-
step calculated by Cosilab at this stage is higher than GEMS, the qualitative behavior
is the same. It should also be noted that the time-step required by both solvers for
the pre-ignition transient of methane-oxygen mixture is an order of magnitude higher
than the time-step typically calculated from fluid dynamic limitations. At the ignition
instant, the solution changes extremely fast and corresponding drop in time step, to
accurately capture the transient solution, is several orders of magnitude from the
pre-ignition levels. This drop is more severe for GRI-3.0, which has a 3 orders of
magnitude higher pre-ignition time step. In the case of MMH and RFNA, the drop
in time step at the ignition instant is not as drastic, due to lower time step required
during the pre-ignition transient.
For the second case we consider a stoichiometric mixture of MMH and RFNA
vapors with the addition of a specified amount of OH radical. Addition of the OH
radical can influence auto-ignition behavior at lower pre-heat temperatures and may
impose severe restrictions on the time-step requirement by activating fast reactions,
that are usually prevalent only at ignition, during the pre-ignition transient. The
time-step history comparison for this case is shown in Figure 3.8(b). In contrast to the
methane-oxygen mixture, MMH-RFNA mixture shows that the time-step needs to be
adapted quite significantly in the pre-ignition transient, during ignition and during the
post-ignition stages. During pre-ignition and post-ignition, the time-step adaption in
GEMS follows a trend similar to that of Cosilab. At ignition, however, GEMS begins
adapting the time-step earlier than Cosilab does. It is also important to note that the
time-step history for GEMS is continuous and shows less restrictive adaption during
the pre-ignition and post-ignition transients. Figure 3.9 shows a comparison of the
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CN mass fraction transient predicted by the two solvers. Both predictions show the
same order of magnitude but GEMS predicts a smoother transient behavior without
the random fluctuations present in the Cosilab results.
Figure 3.9. Comparison of CN mass fraction prediction during pre-ignition transient
of CH4-O2 mixture using GRI-3.0.
Figure 3.10(a) shows the temperature and OH mass fraction transients predicted
using RChem3 for a rich mixture (φ = 1.72) at an initial temperature of 800 K . The
qualitative and quantitative agreement of the solutions is excellent with a difference
of 0.03% for the ignition delay, less than 1% for major species (Yi > 10
−6) and
minor species with a maximum of 10.00% deviation during the steepest transient.
Comparison of the asymptotic and equilibrium compositions shown in Figure 3.10(b)
confirms that the final state is predicted with a high degree of accuracy.
A change in the initial temperature of the mixture can alter the reaction pathways
during the pre-ignition transient, thereby changing the required time-step adaption.
This dependence of the adapted time-step history on the initial temperature of the
mixture is shown in Figures 3.11(a) and 3.11(b) for RChem1 and RChem3. Recalling
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(a) Transient (b) Asymptotic solution
Figure 3.10. Transient solution and adapted time-step for CH4-O2 mixture.
that the GEMS time step adaption procedure is based on the physical limits of the
concentrations of the species, lower temperatures, which imply lower concentrations
of trace species, lead to smaller time-steps. In the case of RChem1, this restriction
is seen to be an order of magnitude smaller for the lowest temperature while in the
case of RChem3, the effect is much stronger. A difference of six orders of magnitude
can be observed for RChem3 between the time-steps required for the lowest and the
highest temperatures.
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(a) RChem1 (b) RChem3
Figure 3.11. Comparison of adapted time-step for two mechanisms as function of
time.
3.3 Autoignition Behavior - Gas Phase
The homogeneous reactor neglects the complexities of heat and mass transfer ac-
companying the chemical reactions and, for a given composition and state of the
mixture, it can be thought of as an evolving flame zone. For the ignition of im-
pinging liquid jets of hypergolic propellants, it can take on the characteristics of
either a constant volume or a constant pressure process or a combination of the two.
The difference between the two processes therefore needs to be quantified in terms
of parameters such as the auto-ignition delay for various mixture compositions and
temperatures.
The auto-ignition delay or ignition delay (ID) is an important characteristic of
hypergolic propellants that has been previously studied through experimental and
modeling techniques. It must be noted that the classical definition of ignition delay
can differ for different injectors but in the case of unlike impinging jet injectors, it is
usually the time lag between first contact of the propellants and gas phase ignition.
Such a definition, typically used in experimental studies, accounts for liquid mixing,
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reaction, vaporization as well as gas phase mixing and finally ignition. It is thus a
macroscopic parameter that does not individually quantify the fundamental processes.
In contrast, auto-ignition delay in the kinetics modeling of the hypergolic propellants
disregards the liquid phase behavior and gas phase mixing and denotes the time of
ignition for premixed reactants at a given initial condition. Since this time does not
account for mass or heat transfer, it characterizes the chemical conversion alone and it
is therefore sometimes termed as chemical delay (this document uses the term ignition
delay instead of chemical delay).
Ignition delay predictions for a stoichiometric mixture of MMH and RFNA vapors
are shown in Figure 3.12 for constant volume and constant pressure processes as a
function of the initial temperature of the mixture. From this plot, it can be seen that
the ignition delay predictions increase steeply with decreasing initial temperature,
exceeding 10 ms below 600 K which does not agree with the experimental values of a
few milliseconds from drop tests. Although the results shown here are for RChem3,
the same observation is noted using the benchmark mechanism by Anderson et al. [59],
suggesting that the activation of the gas phase chemistry may occur through heat
generated by other reactions that are not accounted for such as liquid phase reactions.
It is however significant that the two types of processes show similar trends with a
quantitative difference being that the ignition delay for the constant pressure process
is approximately twice that of the constant volume process. This difference comes
about because of the differential rate of heating in the two processes due to the
specific heats, pointing to the dependence of the gas phase ignition on the rate of
heat addition which will be clarified in section 3.3.
We next consider the comparative behavior of the three reduced mechanisms used
in this study. Figure 3.13 provides ignition delay predictions for the three mechanisms
for various initial mixture temperatures. Consistent with the prior observation, ig-
nition delay increases by two orders of magnitude for a drop of 200 K in the initial
temperature for all the three mechanisms. Despite this similarity in the overall trend,
RChem3 shows a difference in that the ignition delay at a temperature lower than
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Figure 3.12. Comparison of ignition delay for constant volume and constant pressure
case with RChem3.
700 K is lower than that predicted by RChem1 or RChem2 but higher for a temper-
ature above 700 K .
It is expected that RChem3 can provide greater accuracy (at the expense of in-
creased computational cost) and, hence as a first step, it is used for predicting ignition
delay of mixtures at various compositions and levels of pre-heat. A range of O/F ra-
tios: 0.1 to 11.0, corresponding to equivalence ratios 25 to 0.25, is considered. The
rich end of the O/F ratio represents a fuel droplet vaporizing in an oxidizer rich en-
vironment whereas lean mixtures imply a vaporizing oxidizer droplet, enveloped by
fuel vapor. Additionally, the initial temperature is known to depend upon the liquid
reactions and is varied in this case as a parameter. Corresponding autoignition de-
lay trends are shown in Figure 3.14. A clear distinction is seen from fuel rich side
to oxidizer rich side, confirming empirically observed behavior that in an unlike im-
pinging injector, oxidizer lead produces a lower ignition delay [15, 16] . It should be
noted that the equivalence ratio scale is not linear and comparable limits on the O/F
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Figure 3.13. Comparison of ignition delay of a stoichiometric mixture for constant
pressure case with the three mechanisms.
ratio scale are from one to eleven. Within these limits, the fuel rich side exhibits two
orders of magnitude difference in the ignition delay for a given initial temperature.
The oxidizer rich side shows less than half an order of magnitude difference for the
same temperature. The sharpest increase in the ignition delay is three orders of mag-
nitude occurring from the stoichiometric condition to an equivalence ratio of φ = 3
at 500 K . There is also a difference between initial mixture temperatures below and
above 500 K . Lower temperatures show an order of magnitude drop in ignition delay
per 100 K increase in initial temperature, while higher temperatures show less than
half an order of magnitude drop for the same increase in initial temperature. This is
an important characteristic of these vapors and is expected to influence ignition in a
vaporizing spray.
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Figure 3.14. Ignition delay map for constant pressure auto-ignition with RChem3.
Autoignition - Pathways
The behavior of the gas phase chemistry of hypergolic propellants and its depen-
dence on the thermal state of the mixture can be further investigated by considering
the relative importance of various reaction pathways in the mechanisms at different
instances in time. Such understanding can shed light on the details of the gas phase
chemistry in addition to providing a baseline for isolating the effects of heat and
mass transfer in the multidimensional simulations. The analysis is conducted using
a reaction path diagram which has species represented by nodes and arrows showing
conversion routes. A quantitative path diagram can be generated by conveying the
magnitude of transformations by the width of the connecting arrows. A detailed sur-
vey of existing techniques for constructing such diagrams is given by Grcar et al. [88]
who also suggest a consolidated approach that quantifies species transformations by
accounting for the elements. However, there are two significant limitations in such an
analysis: a)It is a steady state analysis that does not account for changing pathways
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as a result of changes in the state of the mixture and b)It does not illustrate the
correlation between two species if they lack common elements. For example consider
a reaction,
CH2 + NO −⇀↽ HNCO + H (3.1)
which has two species H and NO that do not have a common element yet are correlated
through the reaction. In order to address these two drawbacks, a new method is
proposed. In order to track an element from reactants to products, each of the
species is considered and the most prominent influences on its creation and destruction
are shown, as illustrated in Figure 3.15. In such a diagram called the production-
destruction (or PD) diagram, the creation and destruction pathways are normalized
so as to eliminate the effect of state of the mixture while focusing entirely upon the
species influencing the transformation. Also, a lower threshold of influence is set at
10%, allowing information processing in an uncluttered manner.
Figure 3.15. A production-destruction diagram for CH3NNH showing significant
influencing species in the conversion to and from the species CH3NNH.
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Figure 3.16. A cascade of production-destruction diagrams following the most
prominent pathway of carbon at t = 0.01µs .
A cascade diagram can be constructed from such individual production destruction
diagrams at different instances in time, allowing inspection of alternate routes that are
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activated in the ignition process. Figure 3.16 shows such a diagram following carbon,
constructed using RChem1 during pre-ignition reactions of a stoichiometric mixture
at an initial temperature of 800 K . It can be seen that the initial decomposition
of MMH proceeds through successive hydrogen abstractions by the action of NO2,
producing the daughter species CH3NNH2, CH3NNH and CH3NN before scission of
the methyl radical (CH3). The methyl radical itself undergoes oxidation by NO2 to
ultimately form HCO which connects to the final products of combustion - CO and
CO2. Hydrogen abstraction from MMH can be effected by action of either NO2 or OH
and in the early stages of MMH decomposition, NO2 is seen to be the more important
of the two. Another notable observation is the even distribution of the destruction
pathways of HCO, suggesting that it may have already attained quasi-equilibrium
state at this mixture state and acts henceforth as a fast step towards the product
species.
Another cascade of production-destruction diagrams is shown in Figure 3.17 for
the same mixture at a later time, just prior to ignition. Although the species involved
in conversion of carbon are the same, the pathways are different. In addition to NO2,
the hydroxyl radical starts to play a significant role in the decomposition of MMH
while replacing NO2 in the final oxidation phase during production of HCO. Although
this presents an overall picture of carbon conversion in the vapor phase ignition as
predicted by RChem1, it does not give an explanation for the thermal dependence
of the ignition. Knowing that NO2 and OH are the key species, temporal history for
both as predicted by the three mechanisms is shown in Figure 3.18 in comparison to
the benchmark ARL mechanism. It can be seen that prior to ignition, the predicted
trends are qualitatively similar. A distinguishing characteristic is the third step in
the temperature transient as noted in section 3.1, that takes the mixture to near
equilibrium condition. The mass fraction of both NO2 and OH drops by three orders
of magnitude at the ignition instant for RChem1 and RChem2. Although the drop
is not as severe in the case of RChem3, it is seen prior to reaching near equilibrium
levels. As noted earlier, RChem1 does not reach the correct near equilibrium levels
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Figure 3.17. A cascade of production-destruction diagrams following the most
prominent pathway of carbon at t = 70.0µs .
and one of the causes is the drop in NO2 and OH mass fractions, which do not recover
and hence fail to provide the necessary conversion pathways for MMH. This leaves
unreacted MMH and daughter species subsequently leading to a different asymptotic
state than the expected equilibrium.
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(a) NO2 (b) OH
Figure 3.18. Predicted transient for the species NO2 and OH by three reduced
mechanisms and ARL mechanism for stoichiometric mixture at an initial
temperature of 800 K .
The cascade of production-destruction diagrams for carbon suggests that the
sources of NO2 and OH radical are important for MMH decomposition and oxidation
of decomposition products. Temporal evolution of normalized sources of NO2 and
OH from HNO3 decomposition is shown in Figures 3.19(a) and 3.19(b). Here, HNO3
decomposition serving as a source of OH is predominant during the early reactions,
but, depending upon the initial temperature of the mixture, ceases to be the primary
source prior to ignition. Production of NO2 from HNO3 stops completely for the low-
est of the temperatures, thereby preventing ignition, while for temperatures of 600 K
and above, there is a depression which delays the ignition. The depression in the pro-
duction of NO2 and resulting delay is less severe with increasing initial temperature,
which supports the hypothesis of thermally activated gas phase ignition.
The importance of OH radicals demands further study since this radical can also
be produced via liquid reactions or via decomposition of intermediate complexes. An
assessment was carried out by parametrically adding OH radical to a pre-determined
mixture of the vapors at a temperature slightly higher than the boiling point of both
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(a) NO2 (b) OH
Figure 3.19. Temporal evolution of HNO3 decomposition to produce NO2 and OH
as a function of initial temperature.
propellants. Transient temperatures predicted with RChem1 for a stoichiometric
mixture with four levels of OH concentration are shown in Figure 3.20. With the
exception of 5% OH concentration, the mixtures show an initial temperature rise due
to MMH decomposition and subsequent ignition. Thus, MMH decomposition through
the action of OH radical is an important avenue for self heating of the mixture as
attested by the mass fraction of the species CH3NN which is an indicator of the extent
of decomposition. Figure 3.21 shows CH3NN behavior for an addition of 10% OH
radical to two mixtures with equivalence ratios of φ = 0.5 and φ = 1.5. Contrasting
the mass fraction of CH3NN, which is formed by H abstractions with corresponding
consumption of OH radical, establishes a clear relation that a higher concentration
of OH radical in a fuel lean mixture can produce higher concentrations of CH3NN
which in turn implies self heating behavior, thus promoting an earlier ignition of the
mixture.
The above observations indicate that the production of OH and NO2 from HNO3
is critically dependent on some intermediate mixture condition that may limit the
decomposition of HNO3 and delay the ignition. To establish a better correlation be-
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Figure 3.20. Temperature transients for a stoichiometric mixture of vapors with OH
radical addition at 400 K .
tween various species that contribute in the production of NO2, plots of temperature,
sources of NO2 production and transients of the sources are shown in Figure 3.22
for a stoichiometric mixture at initial temperatures of 600 K and 700 K . For the
lower temperature, after initial decomposition of HNO3, there is a quasi-equilibrium
established between NO2 and N2O4 which is then followed by the next higher level of
quasi-equilibrium between NO and NO2. Consistent with prior observations [52, 58],
the species HONO plays an important role in the MMH-RFNA chemistry and attains
quasi-equilibrium last but at the highest level among the intermediate precursors of
NO2. In each case, the NO2 production from each of these species is maximum near
the quasi steady levels and falls as the equilibrium shift occurs due to changing mix-
ture state and composition. Each of the shifts is easily discernible for the borderline
case of 600 K initial temperature while, for the higher temperature, a similar trend
exists at a much diminished magnitude. The NO2 production from HNO3 decompo-
sition in this case is the dominant mode accounting for more than 60% contribution
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Figure 3.21. Effect of OH radical addition on transient CH3NN mass fraction.
for most part of the pre-ignition chemistry, allowing at most 40% contribution from
NO. As the third quasi-equilibrium is reached for nitrous acid (HONO), ignition
occurs and NO2 production from HONO reaches its maximum. Although additional
species may take part in the production of NO2, this behavior, which is dependent
on thermal state of the mixture, is consistent across mechanisms as shown in Figure
3.23 which shows similar plots for RChem3 and explains the thermal activation that
has been noted for vapor phase ignition of MMH and RFNA.
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(a) 600K (b) 700K
Figure 3.22. Evolution of normalized NO2 sources for two initial temperatures
showing quasi equilibriums and alternate dominating pathways.
Figure 3.23. Evolution of normalized NO2 sources predicted with RChem3 for an
initial temperature of 600 K .
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3.4 Autoignition Behavior - Liquid Phase
For the system under consideration, vapor phase ignition constitutes the second
part of the overall ignition sequence. For this reason, liquid reaction and vaporization
needs to be studied in conjunction with the gas phase chemistry. Owing to high
concentrations and the ionic nature of the liquids, their reactions are anticipated to be
fast, resulting in complexes that may remain in the liquid phase or vaporize depending
on the heat released and the corresponding boiling points. Due to the extremely small
time scales, such processes are difficult to probe experimentally. Based on the existing
literature, a 14 step mechanism was proposed by Wang and Thynell [11] for liquid
reactions. Although the rate constants or thermodynamic properties of the associated
species are not readily available for this mechanism, it can be represented as a global
reaction as shown in section 2.3.
CH3NHNH2 + 3 HNO3  CH3ONO2 + 2 HONO + 2 H2O + N2. (3.2)
The rate of this reaction is an unknown parameter and needs to be established based
on observed delays for liquid interactions. Experimental studies of a drop of MMH
impacting a pool of RFNA show that the initial gas evolution occurs between 20µs to
200µs [12] and the liquid reaction, which is a surface phenomenon is completed before
this delay. Assuming that a thin layer on the surface of the contacting liquids is well-
mixed, an Arrhenius reaction rate model can be calibrated, specifically determining
the pre-exponential multiplication constant, A, in the Arrhenius expression,
k = A× T be−Ea/RT (3.3)
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where, T is temperature, Ea is the activation energy, b is a constant and R is the







Ea = 5900.0 cal/mol − K
provides an initial estimate of the kinetics properties. Figure 3.24 shows the tran-
sient temperatures for two values of A, indicating that the consumption of the liquid
reactants is consistent with the higher of the two rates and this value will be used
for further modeling. As more information of the liquid chemistry becomes available,
this rate expression can either be modified or a more detailed mechanism can be
substituted for modeling the liquid interactions.
Figure 3.24. Transient temperature prediction for non-vaporizing stoichiometric




The effect of liquid vaporization is assessed next, using the Langmuir vaporization
model that is transformed into an Arrhenius like expression. The details are given in










where S is the surface area, pvref is reference vapor pressure at the temperature Tref ,
∆Hv is the heat of vaporization, MW is molar mass, R is universal gas constant.
The magnitude of the term pvref is comparable with the denominator of the above
expression, while the exponential term is near unity for both the liquids being consid-
ered and therefore the pre-exponential multiplication constant, Av in this model, is
representative of the surface area of the liquid. In a typical two phase simulation with
the homogeneous equilibrium model, the liquid surface area is not readily available
but can be approximated to be proportional to the gradient of the volume fraction of
the liquid [89], which in turn varies inversely with the grid size. In the present com-
putation for the homogeneous reactor, this (constant Av) is a parameter and three
representative values are considered, as shown in Figure 3.25. While the smallest
value can be thought to resolve vaporization only at the coarse gas-liquid interface,
the highest value can be considered as a representation of a fine spray. In each case,
it can be seen that the liquid reaction time scale is smaller than the vaporization
time scale and the rate of energy absorption by vaporizing liquids starts to increase
beyond 100µs which is comparable to the gas phase ignition delay. However, the two
processes are interdependent and hence need to be studied jointly to determine the
effect on ignition delay. It should also be kept in mind that the mixing time scale
which is neglected in this calculation can significantly affect the overall outcome as
will be seen later.
With the addition of gas phase chemistry, it is possible to investigate the effect of
liquid reaction and vaporization in tandem. As seen previously, liquid reaction and
vaporization occur on disparate time scales and a similar difference exists between
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Figure 3.25. Transient temperature prediction for reacting and vaporizing
stoichiometric liquid mixture at 300 K .
the time scales of vaporization and gas phase chemistry based on prior results for
premixed gas phase auto-ignition delays. In this case however, the availability of
vapor mixture is dependent on the rate of vaporization which is dependent on the
rate of heat release from liquid reaction. Figure 3.26 shows transient temperature
predictions with RChem1 for premixed liquids as a function of mixture composition.
The liquid reaction has a stoichiometric O/F ratio of ≈ 4.1 and, for rich or lean end
of the mixture as shown in Figures 3.26(a) and 3.26(b), there is not enough liquid
to raise the temperature of the mixture above 800 K . For near stoichiometric liquid
mixtures, the reaction products show rapid increase in temperature to above 800 K ,
thereby prompting ignition via the gas phase chemistry. As the vapor formation
continues, it is supported by heat released through gas phase reactions while building
up intermediate quasi-equilibrium states shown in the prior section(3.3). From the
transient temperature plots, it is clear that liquid mixtures closer to stoichiometry
show gas phase ignition and the maximum product temperature reaches 1940 K for
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O/F = 4.5. The ignition delay in the case of premixed liquids is closer to experimental
observations than the premixed vapor phase ignition delay. The trend of ignition
delay with respect to mixture composition is however not consistent with a common
observation for these propellants that the variation in ignition delay of oxidizer rich
mixtures is less compared to the fuel rich mixtures. In the case of oxidizer rich
mixtures, it can be seen that due to the bias in O/F ratio, the rise in temperature
of the mixture is slower and, as a result, gas phase ignition is delayed. It should also
be recognized that the homogeneous reactor does not consider mixing processes and,
while the current calculation considers vaporization and gas chemistry as concurrent
processes, in actuality, reacting liquids may be enveloped by premixed vapors which
show relatively small variation in ignition delay for oxidizer rich mixtures(Figure
3.14).
(a) Fuel rich mixtures (b) Fuel lean mixtures
Figure 3.26. Transient temperature for premixed liquids with RChem1. Liquid
reaction pre-multiplication constant A = 1021 ( mol/cm3s)
−3
and Av = 10
6.
Although RChem1 and RChem2 are based on the ARL mechanism, the latter
predicts transient temperatures closer to the original mechanism at the expense of
four additional species and 22 reactions. It is therefore of interest to study RChem2
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with liquid reaction and vaporization to understand the differences and determine the
feasibility of its use in place of RChem1. The third mechanism RChem3, although
superior than RChem1 and RChem2, suffers at lower temperatures (T ¡ 500 K ) be-
cause of restrictive time step. Experimental observations of Wang and Thynell [11]
indicate gas phase temperatures in excess of 550 K , for which the mechanism RChem3
performs well. Detailed liquid phase kinetics is therefore necessary, and as it becomes
available, should be employed with RChem3 for a similar investigation.
The same auto-ignition cases that were computed with RChem1 are used with
RChem2 and the transient temperature predictions are shown in Figure 3.27. Consis-
tent with the results of RChem1, ignition is seen for the mixtures closer to stoichiom-
etry but the associated delay is lower for RChem2. The significance of this result is
that although there is a few microseconds of difference in the ignition delay predicted
by the two mechanisms for premixed vapors, that difference is magnified to nearly
half a millisecond for premixed liquids. As expected the asymptotic temperature pre-
dicted with RChem2 is higher than that predicted by RChem1 but the magnitude of
difference is less than 40% of the difference seen for the premixed vapors. A summary
of ignition delay and asymptotic temperature is shown in Figure 3.28 as a function
of mixture composition. It is seen that the ignition delay trends match well for both
the mechanisms while differing in magnitude for the predicted asymptotic tempera-
tures. Further, the highest temperature with RChem2 is predicted closer to liquid
stoichiometry than RChem1, suggesting that the effect of initial heat release due to
liquid reaction is more significant for RChem2.
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(a) Fuel rich mixtures (b) Fuel lean mixtures
Figure 3.27. Transient temperature for premixed liquids, RChem2. Liquid reaction
pre-multiplication constant A = 1021 ( mol/cm3s)
−3
and Av = 10
6.
Figure 3.28. Ignition delay and asymptotic temperature predicted with RChem1 and
RChem2 for premixed liquids. Liquid reaction pre-multiplication constant
A = 1021 ( mol/cm3s)
−3




As a precursor to more detailed modeling of the hypergolic ignition, auto-ignition
of vapor and liquid phase premixed propellants MMH and RFNA is studied using
three reduced mechanisms in a homogeneous reactor. Ignition of premixed vapors is
found to require pre-heated reactants with an initial temperature in excess of 650 K
for ignition delays consistent with the experimental observations. Presence of OH
radical in excess of 10% is found to promote self heating behavior of premixed vapors
through MMH decomposition, thereby lowering the required pre-heat. At a given
initial temperature, ignition delay of a constant volume process is found to be nearly
half that of a constant pressure process. This observation can be significant near
liquid impingement regions where fast liquid chemistry can dominate along with high
liquid momentum, limiting volumetric expansion of the gaseous products and closely
approximating the constant volume process. In the expanding spray region, on the
other hand, absence of containment can closely resemble a constant pressure process
and will therefore delay the ignition.
Ignition delay of premixed vapors shows less than an order of magnitude varia-
tion for oxidizer rich mixtures while increasing three orders of magnitude from the
stoichiometric condition to fuel rich mixtures. Quantitative relation between ignition
delay and initial mixture temperature is more prominent at temperatures lower than
600 K , for which the ignition delay decreases by an order of magnitude for an increase
of 100 K in the initial temperature. Beyond 600 K , the decrease in ignition delay is
half of this value. Investigating this temperature dependence, the action of NO2 in
MMH decomposition via successive H abstractions is found to be significant. Produc-
tion of NO2, which is therefore important, depends upon intermediate species such as
N2O4, NO and HONO reaching quasi equilibrium states. As the last of these quasi-
equilibriums is exceeded, the production of NO2 from HNO3 decomposition continues
causing ignition.
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Dependence of premixed vapor ignition on temperature asserts a need to investi-
gate possible avenues of pre-heating the vapors and one such avenue, viz. a global
liquid reaction, is explored in conjunction with gas phase chemistry. Rate of the global
reaction is calibrated using experimental measurements of gas evolution delay in drop
tests, while vaporization is modeled using a transformed Langmuir model that can
represent either a coarse gas-liquid interface or a fine spray. With these models, the
premixed liquids at 300 K show a balance between availability of vapors and pre-heat
through liquid reaction. Strong thermal activation needed by the gas phase chem-
istry shows earlier ignition for near stoichiometric mixtures and narrows the ignition
limits. In this model, ignition is a cumulative effect that magnifies differences seen
for premixed vapor auto-ignition. Keeping the mass and heat transfer considerations
for later, it can be concluded that hypergolic ignition is strongly dependent on ther-
mal activation, with narrower ignition limits and magnified vapor phase behavior for
premixed liquids.
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CHAPTER 4. OPPOSED JET FLAMES
Many studies of hypergolicity of the hydrazine and RFNA group of propellants [11,
12,18,24,39,90] have focused on a drop test where a drop of the fuel falls onto a pool
of oxidizer or vice versa. A common observation from such tests is the gas evolution
at the interface followed by gas phase ignition, of which, the location and associated
delay depend upon diffusion. A vaporizing spray at the extremities of the liquid sheets
formed by impinging liquid jets, also produces rich and lean pockets of propellant
vapors. The length scale of such pockets can be an order of magnitude higher than
a vaporizing drop and thus mixing in such regions will be governed by diffusion.
Furthermore, both theoretical [58,59] and experimental studies [11,14,36] have shown
that the gas phase ignition is not trivial and hence the conditions under which diffusing
vapors can ignite become critical. Therefore, a key step to understanding the physics
in the gas layer separating the liquid sheets or the diffusive mixtures elsewhere, is the
study of an opposed jet diffusion flame.
The opposed diffusion flame is a classical case, studied to understand the relative
importance of diffusion and chemical reactions. As Peters [91] mentions, for com-
bustion to occur, reactants must mix at a molecular level through diffusion. Since
it is a key process in combustion, the rate of mass transfer through diffusion can
have a significant impact on the rate of chemical transformations and consequently
on ignition and flame propagation characteristics of a given fuel and oxidizer combi-
nation. Combustion can widely vary in practice from system to system as diffusion
is influenced not only by composition and state of the mixture but also by the fluid
dynamics involved. Underlying processes that govern combustion, however, remain
the same and when modeled accurately along with the other physical processes, they
can establish important system level parameters such as the ignition delay.
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4.1 Opposed Diffusion Flames
Experimental evidence shows that the diffusion flame of MMH consists of two
distinct regions [18] and it has been hypothesized that the first flame is due to MMH
decomposition (monopropellant flame) while the second flame completes oxidation.
This extent of understanding of the flame structure without a detailed description
presents a limited view of the gas phase chemistry under the diffusion limit. The
present section attempts to remedy this with the help of the three mechanisms de-
scribed earlier, by carrying out detailed investigation of the flame structure and its
evolution. We anticipate that such understanding will assist in inferences from de-
tailed multi-dimensional simulations of practical combustors.
A steady opposed diffusion flame at various strain rates is considered. The com-
putational domain width of 2 cm is employed with smoothness insured by adaptive
gridding based on a gradient parameter of 0.1 and a curvature parameter limited
to 0.5. Consistent with the previous chapter, fuel and oxidizer inlet temperature is
set at 800 K for the majority of cases and inlet velocity is varied for obtaining de-
sired bulk strain rate. Structure of the flame is observed using selected species along
with normalized reaction heat rate (HRR) for two of the mechanisms: RChem1 and
RChem3. The first mechanism: RChem1 is the most economical as it consists of 25
species and 98 reactions while RChem3, which has 41 species and 200 reactions is
the most detailed but expensive, as discussed previously in sections - 2.2.1 and 3.1.
Three pressure levels are considered to assess the influence of this parameter on the
diffusion flame structure and ignition of MMH and RFNA reactants [25, 33]. The
effect of inlet temperature is also considered.
4.1.1 Flame Width and Peak Temperature
Liquid interaction, as discussed in the physics of hypergolic ignition (section 1.2),
produces gaseous products causing rapid volumetric expansion leading to high strain
rates in the mixing zones of the evolving vapors. A diffusion flame under such condi-
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tions can not only have lower temperature, but its structure can be modified [92,93]
due to differences in the species profiles [94] caused by diffusive mixing near the
stagnation plane. Figures 4.1(a), 4.1(b) and 4.1(c) show steady state temperature
profiles for three strain rates, predicted by the three mechanisms RChem1, RChem2
and RChem3. In an opposed diffusion flame, the width of the flame zone reduces
with increasing bulk strain rate [95], thereby reducing the distance between fuel and
oxidizer sides. Comparison of the opposed diffusion flame temperature at a strain
rate of 100 s−1 shows that RChem1 predicts a single peak without any indication
of pre-flame decomposition of MMH. In contrast, RChem2 shows a slightly skewed
temperature profile, indicating pre-flame MMH decomposition while RChem3, which
predicts the widest flame zone, shows clear evidence of an intermediate flame.
A quantitative comparison of flame widths and peak flame temperatures is shown
in Figure 4.2. The peak temperature of an opposed diffusion flame is dependent
on the strain rate and is lower than the adiabatic flame temperature. Figura and
Gomez have shown [95] that for methane, near adiabatic flame temperature can be
reached if the bulk strain rate is dropped to 0.1 s−1 and a modest bulk strain rate
of 80 s−1 in the experiments by Ciani et. al. [92] lead to a diffusion versus premixed
adiabatic flame temperature difference of up to 300 K . As seen from Figure 4.2,
the peak temperature predicted at the lowest of the strain rates is 600 K lower than
the stoichiometric adiabatic flame temperature of 3400 K , which points to the strong
influence of diffusion on the flame structure of MMH-RFNA flames. The peak flame
temperature predicted with RChem1 and RChem2 shows a logarithmic behavior with
the bulk strain rate, while the influence of strain rate is more pronounced in case of
RChem3 predictions which show a drop of 575 K compared to the lowest strain rate.
This implies that RChem3 contains time scales that are comparable to flow time
scales at the highest strain rate. As a result, simulations of flow-fields with high
levels of vorticity, employing RChem3 may show influence of the flow-field on the
thermal field and vice-versa. In turn, this may make the RChem3 mechanism to be
more susceptible to fluctuations which may, in turn, cause numerical issues.
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(a) RChem1 (b) RChem2
(c) RChem3
Figure 4.1. Flame temperature profiles at three strain rates.
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Figure 4.2. Diffusion flame width and peak temperature as a function of strain rates.
(a) Non-reacting opposed jet residence time. (b) Flame residence time.
Figure 4.3. Non-reacting and reacting residence times for opposed jets as function of
strain rate.
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The width of the opposed diffusion flame is dependent on the residence time
within the strained region near the stagnation plane and a characteristic time scale
for diffusing, reacting mixtures. The flame zone residence time is a function of local








where τf is the flame residence time, W is the width of the flame and u is the mag-
nitude of axial velocity. It should be noted here that the opposed diffusion flames
considered here are steady state solutions, and the time scales are associated with the
flow-field, within which a diffusion flame is embedded. Figure 4.3(b) shows the resi-
dence times calculated for various strain rates, having an inverse power law correlation
with the strain rates,
τf = c× σ−m (4.2)
where c and m are constants and σ is the strain-rate. The power m is found to be
close to unity for RChem2 and RChem3, which is close to a non-reacting solution
shown in Figure 4.3(a). The difference between RChem2 and RChem3 predictions
of flame residence time is negligible and deviation from non-reacting solution is not
dependent on the strain rate. RChem1 shows deviation from the other two mech-
anisms on account of its lower peak flame temperature. As the difference in peak
temperature reduces at high strain rates, the residence time predictions of the three
mechanisms converge closer to the non-reacting residence time. The time scales asso-
ciated with this flame are difficult to quantify further in terms of Damko¨hler number,
due to localized species gradients and multi-reaction chemistry; but a limit on time
scales, based on kinetics, can be identified as the ignition delay of premixed vapors.
Comparison of ignition delays of stoichiometric mixtures (ID ≈ O (0.1 ms)) with the
residence times from Figure 4.3(b) shows two orders of magnitude difference for the
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lowest strain rate. It is therefore not surprising that the predicted peak flame tem-
perature is closer to the equilibrium value for the lowest strain rate. Figure 4.4 shows
peak temperature plotted against residence time indicating that the diffusion limit
in this case - 130 ms for RChem2 and 220 ms for RChem3, is practically infinite. As
the bulk strain rate increases, residence time provides a cut-off, limiting molecular
mixing, thereby eliminating reactions that require higher residence time or reactant
concentrations and ultimately reducing the peak temperature of the diffusion flame.
As seen in the previous chapter, the mechanism RChem1, although more robust and
most economical, predicts an incorrect asymptotic temperature due to elimination
of this last step and therefore shows the least effect of increasing strain rate. With
increasing strain rate, the difference in temperature predictions by the three mecha-
nisms also reduces from 18% to 7%. This difference in flame temperature predictions
arises due to post-flame reactions that are important in the last stage of MMH-RFNA
ignition and their elimination due to the smaller residence time is the reason behind
closer predictions of temperature by the three mechanisms. This is also one of the
reasons for close predictions of the flame widths at the highest strain rate, suggest-
ing that fast chemistry in the combustion of MMH and RFNA is largely common
to the three mechanisms. Consequently, employing the more robust and economical
RChem1 in highly strained flows can be justified for predicting transient phenomena
without substantially impacting the accuracy of the resulting flow-field near the flame
front.
4.1.2 Flame Structure and GEMS Implementation
A systematic study of a complex diffusion flame requires establishing a base-
line flame structure as a first step. Additionally, verification of correct implemen-
tation of the relatively large chemical mechanisms within the CFD solver provides
a foundation for multi-dimensional simulations. Figure 4.5 shows a comparison of a
one-dimensional CHEMKINTMsolution and data extracted from two-dimensional, ax-
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Figure 4.4. Opposed diffusion peak flame temperature as a function of residence
time.
isymmetric solution by GEMS for a bulk strain rate of 1000 s−1. The two-dimensional
computational domain matches the one-dimensional domain length of 2 cm, has a ra-
dial extent of 0.5 cm, and is subdivided into a grid of 800 × 40 uniform cells. It
is found that axial grid spacing of 50µm is sufficient for a flame width prediction
within 10% and major species profile deviation normalized by flame width, within
5% of the one-dimensional solution. In comparison, current grid has an axial grid
spacing of 25µm and is therefore expected to resolve the flame structure adequately.
The GEMS solution is extracted from cells nearest to the axis for comparison. The
first of the four sub-figures shows normalized aggregate heat release rate (HRR) of
the reactions as a function of distance from the fuel nozzle while the remaining three
sub-figures show species derived from the fuel, species from oxidizer dissociation and









ν ′′kj − ν ′kj
) (4.3)
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where qprog−k is the progress of the kth reaction, MWj and hj are the molar mass and
specific enthalpy of jth species in kth reaction and ν ′′kj and ν
′
kj are the right hand and
left hand stoichiometric coefficients of jth species in kth reaction. The advantage of
the normalized HRR over the temperature profile is that it captures the details of the
cumulative effect of reactions without influence of mixture heat capacity or thermal
transport. Species from the fuel and oxidizer sides show the pre-flame composition
while the intermediate species focus on the flame zone.
The normalized HRR predictions for RChem1 show two peak values at the bulk
strain rate (henceforth referred to as strain rate) of 1000 s−1 while RChem3 shows
three peaks at the same strain rate over a wider flame zone. Each of these peaks rep-
resents a critical change in composition and state of the mixture and hence the flame
composition is explored with relation to the HRR. Profiles of the species derived from
fuel, (henceforth referred to as fuel side species) show that the MMH decomposition
steps, noted in the previous chapter to occur through the action of NO2 and OH,
proceed in the diffusion flame at a low mass fraction (Yi < 10
−6) of both the species.
Two endothermic hydrogen abstractions from MMH are evidenced by the drop in
HRR and MMH mass fraction while third abstraction is exothermic as indicated by
the peak value of CH3NN and the first HRR peak. Methyl radical produced in the
next step by scission of CH3NN is further oxidized through intermediate species CH2O
and HCO which is a part of the second HRR peak at this strain rate. Thus, both the
formed CO and the previously abstracted H2/H are converted to final products in
the last step, which at this strain rate represents the maximum HRR. In the case of
RChem3, oxidation of methyl radical and that of H2 and CO are spatially separated
and correspond to the last two peaks in HRR.
On the oxidizer side, endothermic dissociation of HNO3 is the first step, cor-
responding to the trough in the HRR. It was seen from the homogeneous reactor
modeling that primary NO2 production can occur from destruction of species like
N2O4, depending on intermediate quasi-equilibrium states. Such a quasi-equilibrium
state is present at the edge of the flame on the oxidizer side, close to the peak value
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(a) RChem1 (b) RChem3
Figure 4.5. Opposed diffusion flame structure at a strain rate of 1000 s−1 - symbols:
CHEMKIN, lines: GEMS.
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of NO2. Consumption of NO2 in the flame occurs in two stages, of which the first
(at a higher NO2 mass fraction) is due to the role of NO2 in oxidation of H2 and H
while the second step at a lower NO2 mass fraction is due to hydrogen abstraction
from CH3NNH2 and CH3NNH, forming HONO. It is further of interest that the mass
fractions of OH and O in the flame zone are higher for RChem3, which is consistent
with a sharper drop in mass fractions of H2 and CO since this step of the MMH
combustion resembles small hydrocarbon chemistry in which these radicals play an
important role. Another significant characteristic common to both the mechanisms
is the diffusion of NO towards the fuel side, raising its mass fraction by two orders
of magnitude above OH, which shows the next highest mass fraction amongst the
oxidizer side species diffusing towards the fuel side.
It should be recognized that the HRR and species mass fraction predictions of
GEMS and CHEMKIN are in excellent agreement for RChem1 while they follow
closely for RChem3, with some deviation below mass fraction levels of 10−4 on the
fuel side. The difference can be due to the higher resolution of the one-dimensional
solution as well as lack of adequate convergence due to finite rate chemistry. It is
also noteworthy that the opposed diffusion flames are known to encounter a bi-stable
stationary state [92], steady state prediction of which may carry inaccuracies due to
inherent unsteadiness. Overall the validation of the GEMS code for two-dimensional
flow serves as a basis of flame front evolution in time accurate opposed diffusion flames
and later for modeling impinging sheets of vapors.
4.1.3 Effect of Strain Rate Variation
The effect of strain rate on flame structure is investigated and profiles of normal-
ized HRR and species for two strain rates: 100 s−1 and 1000 s−1 predicted by RChem1
are shown in Figure 4.6. At low strain rate, normalized HRR profile shows three peaks
compared to two peaks in case of higher strain rate, indicating sequential reactions in
the former versus simultaneous reactions in the latter case. Higher residence time in
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case of lower strain rate allows pre-flame species on both the fuel and oxidizer sides
to reach their respective asymptotic mass fractions. In contrast, the higher strain
rate case shows evolving species at the flame edges, indicating incomplete pre-flame
reactions. As noted earlier, decomposition of MMH produces CH3NN and the last
exothermic step in this process corresponds to the first peak in HRR. At the lower
strain rate, oxidation of methyl radical through CH2O and HCO matches with the
intermediate HRR peak which is indistinguishable from the last HRR peak for the
higher strain rate. The flame, represented by a series of broad chemical transforma-
tions, shows similarities on the fuel side. On the oxidizer side, the two steps of NO2
consumption are spatially separated and can be easily distinguished for the lower of
the two strain rates. Also at the lower strain rate, NO2 mass fraction near the loca-
tion of MMH decomposition is lower than OH by two orders of magnitude, indicating
that the initial hydrogen abstraction is more likely to proceed through the action of
OH.
The flame structure predicted by RChem3 is shown in Figure 4.7 for both strain
rates. Several features of the flame are similar for the two strain rates, such as MMH
decomposition at low NO2 mass fractions, collocated first peaks of CH3NN scission
and HRR, an intermediate HRR peak representing CH3 oxidation and the last HRR
peak corresponding to H2, H and CO oxidation. Despite these similarities, there are
significant differences, beginning with the spatial separation of the two HRR peaks.
Additional reaction pathways included in RChem3 for MMH decomposition lead to
a thin decomposition region for both the strain rates, having a width of less than
10% of the flame. Methyl radical produced during this step persists for nearly half
of the flame width before being oxidized through the intermediates CH2O and HCO
to form CO, which overlaps the intermediate HRR peak seen for the lower strain
rate. Oxidation of CO corresponds to the last HRR peak and shows a sharp drop in
contrast to a gradual consumption predicted by RChem1. This MMH decomposition
as well as CO oxidation behavior is a result of an earlier observation that the carbon
conversion pathway in RChem3 is superior to RChem1.
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(a) Strain rate 100 s−1 (b) Strain rate 1000 s−1
Figure 4.6. Opposed diffusion flame structure as a function of strain rate - RChem1.
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(a) Strain rate 100 s−1 (b) Strain rate 1000 s−1
Figure 4.7. Opposed diffusion flame structure as a function of strain rate - RChem3.
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On the oxidizer side, the most significant difference is that the mass fractions of OH
and NO2 differ by six orders of magnitude at the first location of MMH decomposition
in contrast to two orders of magnitude difference predicted by RChem1. Part of this
difference lies again in the MMH decomposition augmented by NO reactions, which
form a two-step path, parallel to the NO2 reactions. Mass fraction of the species NO
exceeds that of OH and NO2 in the flame and shows significant diffusion towards the
fuel side, irrespective of the strain rate for both the mechanisms, facilitating early
decomposition of MMH. It should however be recognized that MMH decomposition
via action of NO has a different time scale than the action of NO2 and affects mixture
composition at the edge of the flame for the higher strain rate. For instance, the first
signs of MMH decomposition, i.e. the species CH3NNH2 and CH3NNH appear at two
orders of magnitude higher NO mass fraction for the higher strain rate. This difference
is therefore important for the flame width, which in turn affects the composition at
the edges of the flame as well as the peak temperature of the opposed diffusion flame.
4.1.4 Effect of Operating Pressure
Due to existence of space applications of hypergolic propellants, their combus-
tion under various pressure conditions is of interest. Prior studies on the ignition
of hypergolic propellants have shown a strong dependence on pressure [16, 25] but
corresponding studies of diffusion flames has received little attention, perhaps due
to experimental challenges and limited availability of kinetics mechanisms. In or-
der to complement homogeneous reactor modeling described in the previous chapter
and two-dimensional simulations at different pressure conditions shown in the next
chapter, effects of pressure on the opposed diffusion flame structure are studied here.
Figure 4.8 shows flame structure described by HRR and species profiles under two
pressure conditions: 0.1 bar and 10 bar for a strain rate of 100 s−1. To put this value
in perspective, strain rates in the vicinity of vaporizing impinging jets (away from
liquid reaction zone) are estimated to be ≈ 500 s−1
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(a) P = 0.1 bar (b) P = 10 bar
Figure 4.8. Influence of pressure on opposed diffusion flame structure at a strain
rate of 100 s−1 - RChem1.
100
With increasing pressure, diffusivities of the species decrease while density in-
creases by the same proportion and hence mixing due to diffusion should not be
affected however, higher concentrations of the species coupled with convective trans-
port alters species composition at the edge of the flame and in turn, reaction pathways
along with local diffusion of the intermediate species. The change in local diffusion
causes noticeable alteration in the overall flame structure since it impacts the avail-
ability of minor species beyond the flame zone. A direct effect of this can be seen on
the width of the flame which is reduced by more than a factor of ten for a hundredfold
increase in pressure.
Although the reduction in flame width for increasing strain rate is quantitatively
similar, the alteration in the flame structure for different pressure conditions is very
different. For example, at the higher pressure, there are two peaks in HRR, the first
coincident with CH3NN decomposition and the second representing H2, H and CO
oxidation, similar to the lower pressure condition. In contrast, Figure 4.9 shows the
flame structure at lower pressure for a strain rate of 10000 s−1, which is greater by
a factor of hundred. It shows a single HRR peak. Additional flame structure details
can be seen from species profile comparison, amongst which the most noticeable is the
sharp interface between the fuel and the oxidizer side species as well as confinement
of the intermediate species within the flame zone for the higher pressure condition.
In spite of qualitative similarities in the HRR profiles at the two pressures, efficacy of
alternate reaction routes is demonstrated by the differences of: two orders of magni-
tude for HCO, one order of magnitude for OH and one order of magnitude for N2O4.
Between NO2 and OH, the two most effective species in the conversion of carbon
containing species (section 3.3), NO2 mass fraction is of the same order of magnitude
for the two pressure conditions. Therefore, lower OH mass fraction is a reason for
the lower mass fraction of HCO. Lower OH mass fraction can be attributed to dif-
ference in the quasi-equilibrium conditions (indicated by near constant species mass
fractions in the pre-flame regions) similar to those attained during the auto-ignition
of premixed reactants.
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(a) P = 0.1 bar , strain rate = 10000 s−1 (b) P = 10 bar , strain rate = 100 s−1
Figure 4.9. Structure of opposed diffusion flame - comparison of high pressure and
high strain rate - RChem1.
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A similar comparison is carried out by employing RChem3 and the resulting flame
structure is shown in Figure 4.10. Similar to the results with RChem1, higher pressure
provides an alternate reaction path having lower OH mass fraction, in addition to
reduced flame width. However, additional details provided by RChem3 are significant
for understanding hypergolic combustion. An overall difference between the two is the
intensity of the first HRR peak corresponding to the final step in MMH decomposition,
which exceeds the H2 and CO oxidation for the higher pressure. This is a reason for
the flame width reduction only by a factor of two for a pressure increment by a factor
of hundred.
In support of the strong MMH decomposition, mass fractions of MMH daughter
species CH3NNH2 and CH3NNH in the pre-flame region are lower by six orders of
magnitude (Figure 4.10, intermediate species). One reason for this drop can be the
lower differential diffusion which limits availability of even small (Yi ≈ O (10−12))
amounts of oxidizer species like NO and OH. In this case, MMH decomposition occurs
at negligible mass fractions of NO2 and the clear separation observed in the profiles of
OH and NO at the lower pressure or at higher strain rate(Figure 4.7) is absent at high
pressures, indicating the importance of the alternate route of MMH decomposition
through consumption of NO. This is consistent with the prior observation that higher
concentration of NO requires less residence time for MMH decomposition.
The differences in N2O4 and OH are similar to those predicted by RChem1 but a
two orders of magnitude lower asymptotic O mass fraction seen for the higher pressure
condition can affect the chemistry of small hydrocarbons, specifically, methyl radical
oxidation. Spatial profile of oxygen radical O is further seen to be restricted to half
of the flame width, thereby changing the relative position of methyl radical oxidation
within the flame, compared to the lower pressure condition. To summarize, the effect
of lower pressure is to increase the spread of intermediate species, thereby widening
the pre-flame and the flame zones while following a reaction path that is preferential
to lower concentrations of the reactants. In contrast, high pressure reduces flame
width, restricts diffusion of the intermediate species and seeks a reaction path that
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benefits from higher concentrations of the reactants in the absence of key intermediate
species.
(a) P = 0.1 bar (b) P = 10 bar
Figure 4.10. Influence of pressure on opposed diffusion flame structure at a strain
rate of 100 s−1 - RChem3.
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4.1.5 Effect of Inlet Temperature
Since gas phase chemistry of MMH and RFNA is strongly dependent on ther-
mal activation, it remains pertinent to study the effect of inlet temperature on the
flame structure. Figure 4.11 shows comparison of flame structure predicted with
RChem3 at a pressure of 1 bar for two inlet temperatures: 500 K and 800 K . From
the macroscopic viewpoint given by HRR, the reduced inlet temperature shrinks the
flame by ≈ 25%, while maintaining a substantial similarity in the flame structure.
The differences in profile are subtle for most species but there is noticeable reduction
of MMH-derived carbon containing species CH3NNH2, CH3NNH, CH3NN, CH2O on
the fuel side as well as of OH, HONO and NO species on the oxidizer side. The
quasi-equilibrium between N2O4 and NO2 shifts towards N2O4 at the lower temper-
ature, causing a two orders increase in N2O4. Moreover, the decomposition of N2O4
is known to be endothermic, which coupled with lower levels of OH and NO mass
fractions, constitutes one of the reasons for difficulties in ignition of diffusing vapors
at a lower temperature.
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(a) T = 800K (b) T = 500K
Figure 4.11. Influence of inlet temperature on opposed diffusion flame structure at a
strain rate of 100s−1 - RChem3.
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4.1.6 Evolution of Diffusion Flame
The evolution of a diffusion flame, given a sufficient degree of superheat of the
vapors, is an important aspect of hypergolic ignition. Time accurate simulation of
this canonical problem can benefit our understanding of the influence of pressure on
ignition in the limit of diffusion dominant combustion. Figures 4.12 and 4.13 show
evolution of a diffusion flame by its composition at two pressure conditions - 0.1 bar
and 1 bar . Three time instances focusing on early reaction progress are selected
by defining the reactant contact as occurring at a mass fraction of the reactants:
Yi = 10
−12.
(a) Fuel side species (b) Oxidizer side species
Figure 4.12. Evolution of opposed diffusion flame structure at a pressure of 0.1 bar
and strain rate of 100s−1 - RChem1.
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At low pressures, an overall effect is a higher rate of diffusion of reactants, lead-
ing to earlier contact and better mixing, facilitating early reactions and eventually
promoting a wider reaction zone (≈ 5 mm) compared with the higher pressure case
(≈ 1.5 mm). However, initial contact of the reactants at low pressure (t = 1 ms)
occurs at a reduced mass fraction value, resulting in yet lower mass fractions of the
intermediate species such as O, HCO and CH3 that are important for ignition. On the
fuel side, MMH decomposition begins without any of the oxidizing species, producing
CH3NNH (the second daughter species) and H2. As the species OH, NO2 and HNO3
come in contact with the fuel side species, small mass fractions (Yi ≈ 10−12) are suf-
ficient for the early MMH reactions to commence, forming the first daughter species,
CH3NNH2. On the oxidizer side, hydroxyl radical, OH, formed in the pre-contact
reactions is expected to lag behind but advances as much as the HNO3 and NO2 due
to differential diffusion. Reactions proceed rapidly as the diffusing reactants mix.
From the profiles shown for the next time instant - 1.5 ms , CH3NN, the third
daughter species of MMH forms before dissociating to generate methyl radical. This
radical is present on the fuel side beyond the kernel of CH3NN although this is the
primary route of CH3 formation, implying that the dissociation of CH3NN, which is
exothermic, is initially a rapid process. At this instant, there is a jump in the first
daughter species of MMH - CH3NNH and corresponding consumption of OH radical,
which limits the availability of OH radical for other reactions. Radical oxygen is also
consumed, limiting its diffusion towards the fuel side while N2O4 which has reached a
quasi-equilibrium earlier, is transported to near flame region. Presence of HCO at this
instant indicates that pathways to final products - CO and CO2 are being established.
The next instant in time shows continuation of the same processes by which mass
fractions of the fuel side intermediate species increase without advancement while the
oxidizer side species diffuse towards the fuel side except for radical oxygen, O, which
is consumed within the reaction zone.
At higher pressures, the initial contact of the reactants occurs later due to lower
diffusion but with a sharper gradient that can feed the early reactions. At the instant
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(a) Fuel side species (b) Oxidizer side species
Figure 4.13. Evolution of opposed diffusion flame structure at a pressure of 1 bar
and strain rate of 100 s−1 - RChem1.
of contact, mass fractions of the reactants approaching the contact point appear to be
at a quasi-steady state, indicating influence of higher concentrations of the reactants
due to higher pressure. At the time of contact, species on the fuel side show a small
separation (0.1 mm) while on the oxidizer side, species show negligible separation
with the exception of low diffusivity N2O4 showing 1 mm separation. Initial growth
of CH3NN on the fuel side is accompanied by O on the oxidizer side, although the
mass fractions of both remain small.
At the next time instant, 1.6 ms , relative profiles of fuel side species CH3NN, CH3
and HCO show a difference which can be interpreted as sequential creation of the
intermediate species in the evolving diffusion flame. As primary oxidizer side species
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OH and O are consumed, their spatial separation from other oxidizer side species
grows. At the next time instant(1.8 ms), fuel side mass fractions increase and from
the three instances, mass fractions increase at a higher rate than at lower pressure
due to higher concentration of the reactants. Mass fractions of fuel side species grow
in magnitude while oxidizer side species are consumed and the interface with reaction
region shifts towards the oxidizer side, as evidenced from the receding OH and O
profiles.
4.2 Liquid Opposed Jets
Liquid sprays and injectors have been previously studied [96–101] but there has
been limited inclusion of liquid-phase reactions in modeling efforts targeting hyper-
golic ignition. Both experimental evidence and theoretical computations show liq-
uid interaction as a key process in the hypergolic ignition of MMH and RFNA. For
an impinging jet injector, there are two regions of such interaction, the first be-
ing the impingement point and unstable sheets formed thereafter while the second
is the less intuitive spray interaction at the extremities of the liquid sheets where
visible imaging [102] suggests that droplet collisions can lead to multitudes of micro-
explosions [14, 103], with some events triggering gas phase ignition. While the later
interactions are substantially challenging to investigate, the prior interactions can be
numerically studied for liquid contact, extent of liquid reaction, resulting gas layer
width and its temperature. It is well known that liquid diffusion is an order of magni-
tude slower than gas diffusion [72], making the liquid reactions a surface phenomenon.
Gas generation at the interface leads to a an instability as the lighter gases expand
to accelerate the heavier liquids. The instability waves generate convective transport
and couple the gas layer formation with the interface dynamics. The interdepen-
dence of heat generation and gas layer formation needs to be investigated further to
determine the conditions in the gas layer separating the liquid sheets formed upon
impingement.
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The impinging jet injector is often the preferred configuration for these propel-
lants and, building towards that, two-dimensional opposed impinging liquid sheets
are considered first. The sheet width is assumed to be 0.25 mm which is 1/3 of a
typical orifice radius of the injector. The span separating the impinging jets is 1 mm
and open to atmospheric conditions. Relatively smaller dimensions are specified in
this case for managing the computational expense of obtaining a grid independent
solution. The behavior of reacting vaporizing liquids is considered here without the
additional expense of gas phase chemistry. Plug flow of liquids at 300 K is specified at
the boundaries so as to have equal momentum of the impinging streams. Inlet veloc-
ity of the MMH jet is varied from 2 m/s to 10 m/s and corresponding FNA(Fuming
Nitric Acid) velocity is calculated to balance the momentum of the two streams, as
per the density difference between the two fluids. To isolate the effect of the gas-liquid
interface, turbulence is not considered. Using a series of grids, it is found that a grid
of cell size 2µm provides sufficient resolution and there are 5 to 8 cells within the
gas layer. With this grid, the computation is carried out and transient and average
quantities are monitored.
A series of transient density contours is shown in Figure 4.14 for two inlet velocities
of the MMH jet at the instant of contact. After initial planar contact, the interface
rapidly becomes corrugated resulting in rolling up of liquids at multiple sites. Such
sites react to produce gas bubbles which are squeezed out by the incoming liquid
due to its high momentum. Present instabilities create immediate high amplitude
surface waves as shown from density contours in Figure 4.14. These instabilities
depend on the gas-liquid density ratio, the impingement momentum and the rate of
gas generated from liquid phase reactions. It can be seen from the figure that at a
lower velocity, gas generated at the interface can better support the liquid momentum
and, as a result, the extent of contact remains limited. At a higher inlet velocity, gas
generated upon initial contact is rapidly extruded, leading to an implosion near the
centerline, causing the liquid interface to wrinkle and increase the extent of liquid
contact. The reaction thereafter is much more violent and generates large amount
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(a) Inlet velocity - MMH = 4m/s, FNA = 2.98m/s
(b) inlet velocity - MMH = 8m/s, FNA = 5.97m/s
Figure 4.14. Density contours of reacting opposed liquid jets.
of gaseous products that widen the gap between the impinging jets. This diminishes
the possibility of liquid contact and further gas generation does not occur until the
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gas layer width is reduced. This cycle repeats at a high frequency and may lead
to generation of impact waves that convect into the fan shaped sheet formed in the
impingement region. The average width of the gas layer, plotted as a function of inlet
velocity in Figure 4.15, is dependent on the frequency and extent of liquid reactions.
At a higher frequency but lower extent of liquid reactions, the gas generated at the
interface acts to support the liquid jets, creating a steadier layer separating the liquids.
In case of MMH inlet velocity of 4 m/s this is evident from both the instantaneous
temperature and the width of the gas layer. At a further lower velocity, the generated
gas layer can support the liquid jets better, reducing contact of the liquids further
and in turn, reducing the amount of generated gas and the width of the gas layer.
An instance of extended liquid contact is captured in Figure 4.16 by a sequence of
mass fraction contours of the liquid propellants for an inlet velocity of 10 m/s with the
lower Arrhenius constant (A = 1016 ( mol/ cm3s)
−3
)of the two reaction rates discussed
in section 3.4. It should be noted that for inlet velocities in excess of 8 m/s , the liquid
reaction is extremely violent, causing numerical issues for the higher reaction rate.
The liquid contact event begins at a location away from the centerline and progresses
towards the centerline. Initial bubble formation is seen in the first image of the
sequence, as a result of a small quantity of reacting liquid, which forces a greater
liquid contact at the centerline, leading to rapid gas generation that sends small jets
of gas inside the oncoming liquids, as seen from the second image of the sequence. As
these gas pockets expand (images 3 and 4 of the sequence), distorting the liquid-gas
interface in the process, a roll-up of liquid begins to form on either side of the bubble
on both the reactant sides. However the oncoming liquid by virtue of its momentum
smooths out these local discontinuities near the bubble (image 5), which is subdivided
in two and is starting to dispense its contents along the gas-liquid interface. The two
bubbles formed as a result of the extended liquid contact, travel outwards, reducing
the thickness of the gas layer and preparing for the next contact event.
Figure 4.17 shows the transient temperature evolution within the gas layer for
MMH inlet velocity of 8 m/s , with a balanced momentum of the two jets. Although
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Figure 4.15. Gas layer characteristics for varying inlet velocity.
Figure 4.16. Extended liquid contact and reaction shown by propellant mass
fractions of reacting opposed liquid jets. Velocity of MMH - 10 m/s , FNA velocity
of 7.46 m/s .
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initial contact and mixing leads to spots of high temperature that can be in excess
of 400 K , rapid bubble generation prevents further contact of the two liquids and the
microscopic gas layer rapidly cools down to a lower temperature. Figure 4.15 shows
peak and average temperatures reached in the gas layer as a function of the inlet
velocity. Peak temperature depends upon liquid contact and mixing, which benefits
from higher momentum of the jets since the instabilities at the gas liquid interface
in this case result in extended liquid contact and the intensity of ensuing reaction
is significantly higher. Lower momentum leads to a relatively steady state of gas
generation, occurring at a number of contact sites but having reduced liquid contact
and hence lower peak temperatures. In addition, the average values of temperature
within the gas layer are lower for this case as heat loss overwhelms heat generation.
Experimental images such as shown in the next chapter for impinging jets, show
that for typical operating experimental conditions, gas phase ignition and combustion
occurs in the extremities of the vaporizing spray, which is supportive of the observation
that highly strained and unstable interface of the impinging liquid jets, supported by
a thin layer of gas may incur liquid reaction and mixing, dependent on the momentum
of the impinging jets but is less likely to promote gas phase ignition.
Parametric experimental investigation [104] of jet diameter and velocity have
shown that adequate liquid contact is critical for repeatable ignition and modeling
can help understanding hypergolic ignition further, which is necessary to design in-
jectors that are capable of rapidly repeatable cyclic ignition. It should be kept in
mind that there are two clear distinctions in the case of the impinging jet setup -
firstly, three dimensionality which allows for additional expansion and slowdown of
the sheets and secondly, a component of momentum along the jet axis which causes
shear layer development and enhances mixing. In the region close to the impingement
point, however, as the gas layer acts to support transverse momentum of the jets, it
is likely that rapid contact and limited heat generation will prevail.
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Figure 4.17. Transient temperature of reacting opposed liquid jets for MMH inlet
velocity of 8 m/s , FNA velocity of 5.97 m/s . Peak temperature reached - 410 K .
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4.3 Conclusion
Counterflow diffusion flames are studied with the three MMH-RFNA kinetics
mechanisms to understand the structure of diffusion flames under varying strain rates,
operating pressures, and inlet temperatures. Effects of the parameters are noted us-
ing temperature profiles, width of the flame and residence time while details of the
flame structure are assessed with the help of normalized heat release rate and species
profiles.
As strain rate is increased, the width of the flame reduces along with peak temper-
ature and residence time. For pre-heated MMH-RFNA vapors at 800 K , post flame
reactions are eliminated with increase in the strain rate, in turn reducing the peak
flame temperature. This is also linked to the residence time compared to the premixed
ignition delay as an extreme. Residence times close to the premixed ignition delay
show the above-mentioned drop in peak flame temperature. Such a drop in temper-
ature is higher for the mechanism RChem3, indicating its superiority for capturing
transient processes influenced by fluid dynamics albeit at a higher computational cost.
The structure of diffusion flames of MMH-RFNA has multiple heat release regions,
corresponding to stages of fuel decomposition and oxidation of intermediate species.
The first of the heat release regions is due to MMH decomposition into hydrogen and
methyl radical by action of different oxidizing species. Depending on the strain rate
and other operating conditions, the released methyl radical is oxidized within the
flame, typically representing a second region of heat release while the third region of
heat release comes about from oxidation of CO and H2/H by NO2,OH and O.
A strain rate of the order of 1000 s−1 can cause the second and third regions of
the heat release to merge, forming a dominant flame front compared to MMH de-
composition. However, as the reactants feeding this flame-front cannot reach quasi-
equilibrium for higher strain rates, the structure of diffusion flame gets altered. Op-
erating pressure affects concentrations and diffusivity of the species, with higher pres-
sures presenting a macroscopic view similar to increased strain rates, as summarized
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in tables 4.1 and 4.2. The detailed structure of the flame suggests NO is more im-
portant at higher pressures due to its higher diffusivity and availability. Similarly,
the overall effect of lower inlet temperature is reduced flame width, as summarized in
table 4.3, but a critical difference in the pre-flame composition of the oxidizer stream
is due to several orders of magnitude lower mass fractions of OH, NO and HONO
which are known to be important for ignition.
Table 4.1. Flame width as a function of pressure for strain rate of 1000 s−1,
predicted with RChem3.




Table 4.2. Flame width as a function of strain rate for the pressure 1 bar , predicted
with RChem3.




Table 4.3. Flame width as a function of temperature for strain rate of 100 s−1,
predicted with RChem3.






The time accurate evolution of opposed diffusion flame is studied at two pressure
conditions. Although the most visible effect of low pressure on diffusion agrees with
spread of species and early contact of propellants, early separation of intermediate
species is also observed due to rapid consumption, thus limiting them to low mass
fractions within the flame zone. The high rate of intermediate species consumption
coupled with increased diffusivity can therefore pose a challenge to ignition within
diffusing mixtures at lower pressures. Higher pressure case on the other hand shows
a delayed contact but faster evolution of the flame due to higher concentrations of
the intermediate species.
In order to assess the effect of liquid chemistry on gaseous products in terms of
peak temperature, thickness of the gas layer and average temperature, opposed liquid
jets are studied with MMH inlet velocity as a parameter. The gas layer between
reacting liquids forms an unstable interface and develops instabilities that lead to
intermittent liquid contact. The extent and frequency of contact depends upon mo-
mentum of the liquid jets, which acts to compress and purge the gaseous products
of the liquid reaction. For high inlet velocity, the extent of initial liquid contact is
more, leading to higher transient temperatures while at low velocities, the gas layer
supports liquid jets with relatively small instabilities, resulting in less extent of liq-
uid contact and hence lower transient temperatures. Recognizing that this study is
focused on a small region near impingement point, it can be concluded that in such
a region where the high liquid jet momentum is supported by a thin layer of gas
(< 100µm), transient temperature may reach the level necessary for activation of gas
phase chemistry but average temperature remains lower.
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CHAPTER 5. IMPINGING VAPOR SHEETS
Reaction kinetics, as studied in the previous two chapters, clarifies the influence of
availability and concentrations of the species on the source terms encountered during
the ignition transient. Use of this knowledge in practical calculations for predicting
the behavior of hypergolic propellants, however, demands inclusion of the transport
phenomena and as such, makes it a logical next step to consider two-dimensional
simulations, where convective diffusive transport in conjunction with the kinetics
determines the outcome temporally as well as spatially. While diffusive transport
in such case remains similar to the counterflow flames, transport in other directions
influences the availability of the species, therefore limiting or enhancing the rates of
the reactions, and in turn, changing the evolution of the flow-field. The flame front
resulting from such interaction can be instructive in deducing aspects of gas phase
ignition.
Ambient conditions at the time of injection have long been known to affect the
ignition and combustion of hypergolic propellants [16, 18, 25, 27, 33, 39] . However,
most of the investigations have sought correlations between measurable quantities
and their effects on ignition delays or rates of flame spread, and little attention has
been paid to the details of evolving flames and the fundamental underlying processes
that are affected by the ambient conditions. In the present attempt at building a step
by step modeling approach towards simulations of hypergolic propellant combustion,
it is therefore necessary to address the effect of ambient conditions. From the point
of view of a hypergolic propulsion system, such understanding of the interactions
of gas phase kinetics with ambient conditions will provide crucial input for designs
targeting ever smaller cross sections with better performance and control. Towards
this purpose, gas phase modeling is carried out using an experimental geometry so as
to retain relevance of the observed effects to future modeling efforts.
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In a stationary frame of reference, the gas phase evolving from liquid jets due to
vaporization has the same velocity as the liquid. At the same time, low volumetric
flow of liquid propellants initially prevents significant agitation within the combus-
tion chamber. In order to assess gas phase chemistry and its interactions with gas
phase transport at the point of ignition, liquid jets are replaced by respective super-
heated vapors having the same velocity as that of liquid jets. Although this approach
makes an assumption about initial state of the reactants, it is adopted so as to isolate
and better understand gas phase phenomena of hypergolic ignition process. To man-
age computational expense while understanding underlying physics, two-dimensional
cases (impinging sheets) are used (henceforth, the terms “sheets” and “jets” are used
interchangeably). Two parameters: pressure and bulk inert gas are investigated with
an addition of advection to previous cases involving counter flow diffusion and pre-
mixed ignition.
5.1 Computational Set-up
The computational domain is chosen as a sub-volume of the experimental com-
bustion chamber as shown in Fig. 5.1. The simulation volume is 5 cm high and has
a width of 2 cm. The mesh is a multi-block quadrilateral mesh with 106,000 cells,
with a cell size of the order of 20µm in the impingement and mixing region. This cell
size is comparable to the mesh for opposed diffusion flame which was found to have
sufficient resolution. The cell aspect ratio in this region is maintained close to unity
and the skewness is limited to 60◦. Additionally grids with mesh sizes that are 90%
and 80% of the baseline mesh sizes are tested and the results are found to be mesh
independent.
Although the corresponding impinging jet experiment described in section 1.3
consists of expanding liquid sheets in the direction perpendicular to the plane of
paper, making it three-dimensional, details of a central transverse section can be well
captured by two-dimensional simulations. The impinging jet experiment consists of
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an unlike doublet injector, as described earlier in Section 1.3. With this experimental
set-up, repeatable ignition was obtained for injector diameters of 1.52 mm(RFNA)
and 1.32 mm(MMH). Velocities of injection ranged from 8.4 to 17.1 m/s with an
overall O/F ratio of 2 [35].
At the MMH inlet boundary, a velocity of 15 m/s is specified, and a velocity of
13.36 m/s is calculated for RFNA by equating momentum of the two streams. These
velocities are representative of experimental values and are specified as a plug flow,
with corresponding turbulent kinetic energy and specific dissipation inlet values for a
5% turbulence intensity. Since the auto-ignition studies showed vapor temperatures
for a reasonable gas phase ignition delay to be 800 K , this value is specified as the
total temperature at the inlet. Injector boundaries are modeled as adiabatic, no-slip
walls. Since the domain considered is a small part of the actual geometry, a boundary
condition that allows inflow as well as outflow is prescribed at the domain extremities
with specified back-pressure according to the condition of interest. Domain geometry,
boundary conditions and mesh density near the impingement region are shown in
Figure 5.1. Boundary condition values are summarized in table 5.1.
Table 5.1. Boundary Conditions.
Boundary Velocity Temperature Pressure Turbulent Specific
condition magnitude ( K ) ( Pa) kinetic energy dissipation
( m/s) ( m2/ s2) ω ( s−1)
MMH inlet 15 800 - 1.2 2000
RFNA inlet 13.36 800 - 0.96 2000
Outlet - - Pback - -
In order to assess the ignition behavior with chamber gases of differing density,
helium, neon and argon are considered as bath gases. These gases are initially at
the same temperature as the inlet condition, i.e., at 800 K . Three back pressures,
10.13 kPa, 101.32 kPa and 1013.25 kPa are considered and a time accurate solution
is sought with a constant time step of ∆t = 10−7 s . At each time step, the transient
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Figure 5.1. Domain, boundary conditions and mesh details.
solution is obtained by ensuring adequate convergence as shown by the sample residual
in Figure 5.2. For all the cases, the RChem3 kinetics mechanism is used we have
determined it to be the superior of the three mechanisms. It has 41 species and 200
reactions, making the coupled system consist of 46 conservation equations.
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Figure 5.2. Residual showing convergence of two orders of magnitude per time step.
5.2 Results
Building upon the previous cases of autoignition and opposed diffusion flames,
impinging sheets of vapors allow us to inspect effects of ambient conditions on ignition
and combustion of MMH and RFNA vapors. Consistent with the previous approach,
both macroscopic aspects, such as ignition delay as well as details like flame structure
evolution are studied. Results in this section are presented both as contours and
profiles extracted from the solution. For determining the effects of pressure, neon is
chosen as the ambient inert gas while atmospheric pressure is considered for studying
the effects of ambient gas.
Effect of Pressure
Preignition reactions are noted to start early in the case of low pressure opposed
diffusion flames, but afterwards, progress at a slower rate due to lower concentrations
of reactants. Figure 5.3 shows temperature contours at two pressures. MMH has
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a higher inlet velocity and requires approximately 1.55 ms for reaching the injector
tip. Injection in the case of higher pressure is closely followed by impingement while
lower pressure exhibits a 0.3 ms impingement delay after injection. The difference in
time and location of impingement comes about due to the diffusivity, which is higher
for the lower pressure and has an added effect of dispensing the vapors through the
injector tip similar to a source.
In Figure 5.3, propellant mass fractions are shown by two lines: an outer boundary
of the jet, shown by a black line (Yinert = 0.1) and an inner core, represented by a
white line (Yinert = 0.9). Comparing the separation of core and boundary of the sheet
across the span further clarifies the difference in diffusion, but more importantly, it
shows that diffusion within the injector results in non-isotropic mixing in this case.
Along the axis of the jet, separation between the core and tip is higher for the greater
pressure but, across the jet, the lower pressure case shows more spatial separation.
Upon impingement, early temperature rise appears similar for the first two instances.
Higher diffusion in the lower pressure case, however, prevents rapid advancement
of the core, reducing the availability of reactants at the impingement location and
slowing down the reactions. In contrast, for the higher pressure, higher concentrations
of reactants near the impingement location allow the reactions to proceed further,
leading to a faster temperature rise. In addition to this macroscopic view of the early
temperature transient, the details of composition near the propellant interface need
to be considered in order to understand the processes involved and the impact of mass
transport in the impinging sheets.
Figure 5.4 depicts details of the low pressure flame structure at the instant of
impingement, using four horizontal sections and one vertical section. For each section,
the heat release rate normalized by the maximum value in the domain is shown,
along with the propellants and selected species. While contours provide a qualitative
comparison, the sections are advantageous for a quantitative comparison of the spatial
variation of the flame composition and heat release. Additionally, the location of
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(a) P = 10.13 kPa
(b) P = 101.32 kPa
Figure 5.3. Impingement instant with neon as bath gas. Propellant mass fraction
lines - black: 0.1, white: 0.9.
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ignition can be more precisely indicated by the normalized heat release rate than by
the temperature.
Figure 5.4. Sections of evolving flame at 10.13 kPa. Solution time = 1.9 ms .
Evolution of the flame structure near the impingement region can be compared
from Figures 5.5 and 5.6 for the two pressures. Two horizontal sections at a distance
of 1.8 mm and 4.8 mm from injector tips are considered for this comparison. At
the lower pressure, there is significant propellant contact (at t = 1.9 ms), leading to
an initial heat release close to the injector tips, due to higher transverse diffusion.
However, as the tip of the jet advances (at t = 2.4 ms) and cross diffusion in the
region stabilizes, the maximum heat release in the domain occurs elsewhere while the
heat release assumes a slightly reduced two peak profile. In spite of the proximity of
the heat release to the injector tips, the magnitude of heat release is not sufficient
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to pre-heat the oncoming propellants to the degree required for attaining any of the
quasi-equilibriums that are critical for ignition.
Figure 5.5. Evolving flame structure at 10.13 kPa with neon as bath gas.
Figure 5.6. Evolving flame structure at 10.13 kPa with neon as bath gas.
In comparison, at the higher pressure, primary contact (t = 1.6 ms) occurs down-
stream, and generates a single heat release peak. Progression of the jet at a later
instant (t = 2.1 ms) shows upstream mixing but the highest heat release is sustained
downstream. Reduced thickness of the reaction region due to lower diffusivity in ad-
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dition to the advection reduces the characteristic mixing time available for the higher
pressure case, limiting the flame to a single peak heat release.
Considering species with mass fractions higher than 10−4, HONO is seen to be
an order of magnitude greater for the higher pressure, which is supportive of the
faster temperature rise since HONO can act as a source of NO2, providing for MMH
decomposition. However, none of the other species such as CH3, that are typically
seen in the opposed diffusion flame composition, are observed for either pressure,
suggesting that initially the convection time scale is significantly restrictive.
(a) P = 10.13 kPa (b) P = 101.32 kPa
Figure 5.7. Non-ignition and ignition at two pressures with neon as bath gas.
Propellant mass fraction lines - black: 0.1, white: 0.9.
Figure 5.7 shows temperature contours at a later time for the two pressures. At
the lower pressure, the cores of the two streams merge, and in spite of a well mixed
zone at the interface, the temperature does not increase beyond 900 K , indicating
non-ignition downstream of the impingement point. For the higher pressure, on the
other hand, the two streams remain separated after impingement but ignition is seen
within a short time after impingement. In order to further understand this effect,
details of the reaction zone composition are shown in Figure 5.8. The width of the
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mixing zone, in the lower pressure case is twice that of the higher pressure case for
the location closest to the injector tip, confirming better mixing. The consequence
is an increased reaction rate at a location upstream of the anticipated impingement
point compared to the high pressure case. Although the high pressure case shows
lower diffusion and hence less mixing across the jets, diffusion and mixing can be
seen at the tips of the impinging jets, where reactant mass fractions are two orders of
magnitude higher compared to the lower pressure case. This difference is particularly
notable for NO2, which benefits from HNO3 dissociation near the flame region, thereby
increasing consumption of MMH and creating a well in the MMH profile.
Figure 5.9 shows y-velocity and temperature contours at 10.13 kPa. At this pres-
sure, due to lower reactant concentrations, reaction rates are lower and reacting
species are advected downstream of the impingement point before completion of the
reactions. Although there is a temperature increase corresponding to the first step of
the ignition sequence described in chapter 3, subsequent thermal runaway is absent.
Upstream of the impingement point, however, velocities are lower, and a recircula-
tion zone is established at the inner lip of both the injectors, as shown in Figure 5.9,
allowing reactions to proceed further. Since diffusion is an important process in this
region, heat loss is relatively lower, increasing the pre-heat of the diffusing reactants
and ultimately leading to ignition.
Figure 5.10 shows y-velocity and temperature contours indicating a second ignition
in the cavity between the two injectors at higher pressure. Velocities in this region,
leading to ignition are seen to be lower by a factor of two compared to the downstream
values, affecting mixing in this region. As a result, the second ignition lags the first
by approximately half a millisecond.
Flame Spread
Another characteristic of the gas phase kinetics of MMH-RFNA is the rate and
mechanism of flame spread. This is different from typical flame speed calculations
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Figure 5.8. Evolving flame structure for non-ignition at 10.13 kPa and ignition at
101.32 kPa with neon as bath gas. Note: difference in solution time is the same as
impingement.
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(a) Y velocity (b) Temperature
Figure 5.9. Delayed ignition at 10.13 kPa pressure with neon as bath gas. Propellant
mass fraction lines - black: 0.1, white: 0.9.
(a) Y velocity (b) Temperature
Figure 5.10. Delayed second ignition at 101.3 kPa pressure with neon as bath gas.
Propellant mass fraction lines - black: 0.1, white: 0.9.
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which assume premixed propellants. In a vaporizing spray of MMH and RFNA with
typical ignition delays of 5 ms , flame spread occurs in non-premixed vapors and the
flame spread assessment conducted herein is targeted at understanding gas kinetics
in these regions under varying ambient conditions.
Figure 5.11. Flame spread at 10.13 kPa pressure with neon as bath gas. Propellant
mass fraction lines - black: 0.1, white: 0.9 .
A sequence of temperature contours is shown in Figure 5.11, depicting flame spread
at a pressure of 10.13 kPa. Ignition, in this case, occurs in the cavity between the two
injectors after a relatively longer delay, allowing establishment of a mixing zone in the
region downstream of the impingement point. Upon ignition, the flame reaches this
mixing zone within a short period of 0.5 ms . Details of the evolving species are shown
in Figure 5.12 for two time instances. As the flame moves downstream (5.7 ms), at the
first location (y = 1.8 mm), CH3 radical appears, indicating increased MMH decom-
position and corresponding rise in HRR(heat release rate). At this instance, the flame
is yet to reach downstream locations, which show a well established mixing zone but
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negligible heat release. At the next instant (6.1 ms) shown, the flame moves further
downstream, where CH3 and H2 formation occurs along with an increase in HRR.
Facilitated by the heat release, dissociation of HNO3 and HONO is responsible for in-
creased NO2 within the flame, supporting MMH decomposition. However, oxidation
of CH3 and H2, which provides a large portion of total heat release, is limited. The
residence time between any two stations considered is of the order of 0.1 ms , which
is less than premixed auto-ignition delay. In addition, reactant concentrations are
lower due to lower pressure and the flame spread therefore shows lower temperatures
downstream of the impingement region.
At higher pressure, the flame is carried upstream after ignition and is shown in
Figure 5.13. The region between impingement and ignition has limited mixing but
some heat generation is evident from the pre-ignition reactions. Although ignition
shows a single heat release peak, the flame widens to occupy nearly half of the com-
bined streams, before moving upstream and showing a clear bifurcation between fuel
and oxidizer. Details of the flame structure and movement are as shown in Figure
5.12.
From the species profiles shown in Figure 5.14, low levels of MMH and presence of
CH3 and H2 indicate that MMH decomposition acts as a precursor to flame advance-
ment. The heat release rate at “t = 2.7 ms” has several peaks, the highest of which
is seen on the MMH side. The second HRR peak on the oxidizer side is due to oxida-
tion of H2. This behavior is qualitatively consistent with the opposed diffusion flame
structure observed earlier. As the flame advances to an upstream location, evidenced
by the heat release for the next instant shown (t = 3.3 ms), HONO is consumed.
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Figure 5.12. Flame spread - details at 10.13 kPa pressure with neon as bath gas.
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Figure 5.13. Flame spread at 101.3 kPa pressure with neon as bath gas. Propellant
mass fraction lines - black: 0.1, white: 0.9.
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Figure 5.14. Flame spread - details at 101.3 kPa pressure with neon as bath gas.
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Effect of Inert Gas
An inert bath gas affects injection and mixing of the propellant vapors, ultimately
affecting ignition and flame spreading. Bath gases helium, neon and argon are consid-
ered in the present work. Thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity of helium
are greater than that of argon approximately by a factor of ten while density is less
by a factor of ten and mass diffusivity in helium is greater by a factor of three, thus
making the Lewis number of helium greater by a factor of three. Lewis number of
neon lies in between the two, providing data for identifying a trend. Actual values of
various thermal and transport properties are summarized in Table 5.2 for the three
inert gases. Noting the effect of Lewis number, Pourpoint [105] suggested that a
greater ignition delay in helium than in argon is a result of the difference in Lewis
number. However, while the Lewis number is an indication of the relative rates of
heat and mass diffusion, the effect of either on the evolving flame structure is not easy
to comprehend, especially with multiple species having different transport properties
and interactions with chemical kinetics. It is therefore of interest to assess the effect
of bath gas properties on ignition and combustion of MMH and RFNA.
Table 5.2. Properties of inert gases at temperature T = 800 K .
He Ne Ar
Density ρ, kg/m3 0.06 0.31 0.61
Specific heat Cp, J/ kg K 5193.1 1030.0 520.3
Thermal conductivity λ, W /m K 3.08E-01 9.53E-02 3.73E-02
Viscosity µ, Pa s 3.94E-05 6.14E-05 4.76E-05
Fuel diffusivity Dx−f , m2/ s 1.84E-04 8.79E-05 5.95E-05
Lewis number 5.3 3.4 1.9
As computations begin, at t = 0, propellants enter the computational domain that
is initially occupied by a bath gas. Along the length of the injectors (approximately
30 mm) and before entering the combustion chamber, there is some diffusion through
the bath gas. Extent of this diffusion for the three inerts is shown in Figure 5.15(a),
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(a) t = 1ms (b) t = 1.25ms
(c) t = 1.5ms
Figure 5.15. Difference in jet shape and advance dependent on inert bath gas.
where the tip of the propellant jet is shown by an inert mass fraction of unity and
the core of the jet is identified by zero inert mass fraction. Helium has the highest
diffusivity and is seen to advance the jet core further than argon or neon while ad-
vancement of tip of the jet is seen to be similar for helium and neon. Shape of the
jet core is sharper for argon and neon compared to helium. This suggests that initial
contact will be similar for helium and neon, but at a later instance for argon.
Figure 5.15(b) shows the jet tip and core at the time of injection. As the sharper
jet formed in argon enters the combustion chamber, it is deformed due to the high
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density of argon, which is a factor of two greater than neon and factor of ten greater
than helium. Density of MMH is comparable to argon while RFNA has a 45% higher
density and therefore shows less deformation upon injection. The roll-up of fuel and
oxidizer, that occurs in argon, is responsible for delayed contact of the propellants,
as seen from Figure 5.15(c). In case of neon and helium, the RFNA jet at the time
of injection, is nearly the same while MMH jet in helium is slightly wider and shorter
than in neon. First contact of propellants occurs at t = 1.5 ms for helium and neon
while a delayed contact in case of argon occurs at t = 1.6 ms .
(a) Helium (b) Neon (c) Argon
Figure 5.16. Ignition instant for the three inerts.
Temperature contours at the instant of ignition are shown in Figure 5.16 for the
three inert ambient conditions. Although the instant of ignition is not significantly
different for the three inerts, the location, shape and the processes leading up to it are
distinct. An overall observation of the jet core points to better mixing without roll-up
in the case of helium on account of enhanced diffusivity and lower density while the
intermediate diffusivity and density of neon leads to persistence of the core without
mixing. Argon, in contrast, due to roll-up of the jets, shows that mixing proceeds
in batches and despite later contact of propellants, shows an earlier ignition than in
helium.
Contours of selected species are shown in Figures 5.17(a) and 5.17(b). Smooth
interface formation upon impingement in helium allows continuous diffusion across,
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and therefore shows smooth contours of the intermediate species. Also higher dif-
fusivity of helium results in lower mass fraction of helium at the interface, allowing
the generated heat to drive reactions and thus the exothermic step in the decompo-
sition of MMH (shown by CH3NN, CH3 and N2 contours) occurs in helium along the
interface of propellants.
Argon on the other hand shows destruction of the jet core due to roll-up, leading
to intermittent mixing zones, wherein the argon mass fraction level remains close to
unity. This reduces diffusive mixing and can act as a heat sink to delay reactions.
It should however be noted that the heat capacity of argon is a factor of ten less
than helium. While reduced diffusion limits initial reactant contact, it also limits
removal of products, making intermediate species available for further reactions. A
consequence of this can be seen by comparing CH3, OH and H2 contours from Figure
5.17, clearly showing greater diffusion in helium.
From both the figures, it can be further inferred that decomposition of CH3NN to
form CH3 and N2 is an important step in MMH-RFNA gas phase ignition since the
heat release associated with this process can be comparable to oxidation of small hy-
drocarbons. At the location of ignition, availability of oxidizing species OH, NO2 and
O depends upon dissociation of other species like HONO, HNO3. Such dissociation
requires energy, which can be obtained from the CH3NN decomposition.
Flame Spreading Behavior
Effects of variation of state and transport properties on ignition and combustion
of MMH-RFNA, due to different inert bath gas are seen to be more pronounced than
variation of operating conditions. This is particularly notable for the mixing pattern,
which remains qualitatively similar for different operating conditions but changes
substantially for a different inert bath gas. Therefore, the type and rate of flame




Figure 5.17. Selected species at ignition for two inerts: He and Ar.
Sequences of temperature contours depicting flame spread in helium and argon
ambient conditions are shown in Figure 5.18. At t = 2.6 ms , the smooth interface
formed in helium remains unperturbed by ignition, while the originating point of the
flame moves upstream, towards the impingement point. At the next instant, t =
2.9 ms , a second ignition appears in the cavity between the injectors while the flame
from first ignition widens and extends downstream. Due to the finite mixing region,
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advancement of the first flame towards the impingement point is stalled during the
next instant, t = 3 ms . As the second flame resides in a region of relatively low
advection, its movement towards the impingement point is less restricted, as seen for
t = 3.1 ms . In the last instant shown, the first flame is assisted by the second flame
moving downstream and the entire interface becomes a flame-front.
Flame advancement in argon shows significant differences from that in helium, due
primarily to altered mixing patterns in the former. As RFNA and MMH alternately
roll-up, the effect is akin to a batch of partially stirred reactors. The time delay
required for ignition in the partially stirred reactors and the advective time scale of
their transport determine the location of ignition in this case. Three partially stirred
reactors are seen in this case, of which the first ignites at t = 2.4 ms (Figure 5.16),
followed by the second at t = 2.5 ms and the third at t = 2.64 ms . At this point, a
second ignition occurs between the two injectors, in a similar fashion as in helium.
From t = 2.7 ms to t = 3.3 ms , upstream progress of the first flame is slow due in
part to the inhomogeneous mixing near the impingement point. At t = 3.3 ms the
second flame starts to move downstream and, assisted by its heat release, the first
flame reaches the impingement point, forming a single flame, fed by the rolled up
propellant vapors.
An important feature of the flame in argon is that within a distance of approxi-
mately 10 mm, the core of the propellant jets is destroyed, whereas in helium, the jet
core remains intact and products of combustion separate the propellants. As a result,
even though flame spread in helium occurs smoothly, a better combustion efficiency
can be achieved in argon.
Helium at a pressure of 1013.2 kPa is considered, compensating for the lower
density and higher diffusivity of helium as compared to argon. Figure 5.19 shows
a sequence of transient temperature contours for ignition and flame spread in this
case. Similar to the other cases, first propellant contact is obtained at t = 1.6 ms .
Subsequent ignition, however, is much earlier - within 0.4 ms , at t = 1.99 ms after




Figure 5.18. Flame spread for two inerts, He and Ar at 101.32 kPa pressure.
As injection occurs in a density, equivalent to argon at a lower pressure, there
is a trace of a roll-up similar to that in case of argon, but higher density of the
propellants counteracts this tendency, allowing a smaller roll up. After ignition, the
flame rapidly travels upstream towards impingement point, which shows a stand-
alone second ignition, far from the cavity. As the two flame-fronts combine to form
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a single flame, an inside roll-up of the jet acts as a continuous source of reactants
for the upstream branch, without significantly affecting the flame downstream of the
impingement point. This case shows a similarity to the lower pressure case in terms
of propellant consumption, which remains limited despite some enhancement because
of the outer roll-up. This is evidenced by comparing the width of flame and core,
which differ by a factor of three.
Figure 5.19. Flame spread for helium at a pressure of 1013.2 kPa.
5.3 Conclusions
A number of two-dimensional gas-gas calculations have been conducted to assess
effects of inert gas composition and pressure on the hypergolic ignition process. Vari-
ation of pressure is typical for space propulsion, which is the most prominent use of
the hypergolic propellants. Ignition delay, flame structure evolution and flame spread
are the focal points of investigation.
At lower pressures, the tips of the injectors act like mass sources, producing a
bulbous shape of the injected fluid. Due to high diffusivities and lower concentrations
at lower pressures, the propellants fail to ignite downstream of the impingement point.
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Pre-ignition reactions are observed in the mixing region, raising the temperature by
100 K , but thermal runaway does not occur. Instead, a delayed ignition is observed
upstream of the impingement point, between the injectors, which subsequently ignites
the mixing jets downstream of the impingement point. In contrast, the higher pressure
case shows that initial diffusion occurs along the tips of jets which show greater mixing
upon impingement, compared to diffusion across the two jets, and leads to ignition.
Detailed inspection of the structure of the spreading flame shows that MMH de-
composition is the main precursor of the flame and produces hydrogen and methyl
radical. The two peak HRR profile is observed subsequently, corresponding to spa-
tially separated MMH and H2, CH3 consumption. Dissociation of HNO3 and HONO
is required to feed NO2, which is apparent as the main avenue of MMH decomposi-
tion since OH mass fraction remains negligible outside the flame. This behavior is in
contrast to earlier observations from the opposed diffusion flame. One way to think
of impinging sheets is to consider a cascade of counter-flow flames and, as such, the
diffusion limit along the counterflow direction is relaxed. A three-dimensional flow-
field will further reduce this limit and real systems will likely see MMH decomposition
proceed through the action of NO2.
Varying transport properties of different inert ambient conditions substantially
alter the mixing of impinging sheets and impact ignition as well as flame spread.
Injection in helium allows formation of a smooth interface across which reactants
diffuse, as they are transported by advection, and reactions along this interface pro-
ceed to ignition. Argon on the other hand shows roll-up of the injected propellants,
leading to batches of partially mixed reactants that continue to simultaneously mix
and react. Although argon acts as a diluent for such mixing zones, lower diffusion
in argon facilitates greater contact of intermediate species, and leads to an earlier
ignition than helium.
Subsequent spread of flame also differs in the same manner, helium showing a
smooth progress of the flame upstream, to the impingement point, while argon show-
ing multiple spot ignitions that merge to form the flame. Both cases show a second
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ignition between the injectors, which propagates towards impingement point and
shortens the required mixing and pre-ignition zone for the flame downstream, en-
abling its movement towards impingement point. Argon, on account of roll-up of
propellant jets, shows a wider oscillating flame that spans nearly the entire width of
the combined jets that can later engulf and consume intermittent, unreacted propel-
lants. Helium on the other hand shows a smooth flame spanning half to one-third of
the combined jets suggesting reduced combustion efficiency.
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Hypergolic propellants have been used in space propulsion systems over several decades
and their advantages over cryogenic as well as hydrocarbon fuels make them a strong
contender for future missions. Some studies have also considered the use of hypergolic
propellants in assisting supersonic combustion due to their fast chemistry and ability
to sustain high strain rates [94]. Although much work has gone into development of
hypergolic injector systems, it is only recently that detailed modeling of the vapor
phase kinetics using elementary reactions has become possible. Nevertheless, most of
the modeling has been limited to kinetics alone and few efforts have targeted reacting
flow simulations to study the coupling between chemistry and fluid dynamics. It is
with the intention of adding to this branch of our knowledge that the present work
is carried out.
A systematic framework is developed by hierarchical investigation of various phe-
nomena involved in the ignition of the propellants MMH and RFNA. Focusing on the
vapor phase kinetics described by state of the art reduced mechanisms having ele-
mentary reactions, premixed auto-ignition delays and the transient processes leading
to ignition are initially studied in a homogeneous reactor. The structure of counter-
flow diffusion flames is studied next, incorporating one dimensional transport in con-
junction with reaction kinetics. Influence of various operating parameters on the
flame structure is studied in this configuration, in preparation for simulating multi-
dimensional transport and reactions leading to ignition. This is accomplished next
by investigating impinging vapor sheets, under various operating conditions. The hi-
erarchical modeling, which allows isolated study of the aspects of hypergolic ignition,
is complemented by comparing the predictions against those of established kinetics
solvers, in turn, building confidence in the complex simulations to be undertaken in
future.
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Modeling the auto-ignition delay in a homogeneous reactor allows assessment of
the reduced mechanisms and the limits of vapor phase ignition. Assessment of three
reduced mechanisms RChem1 (25 species, 98 reactions), RChem2 (29 species, 120 re-
actions and RChem3(41 species, 200 reactions) shows that the most expensive mech-
anism, RChem3 has a detailed reaction path for conversion of carbon and nitrogen
containing species to final products CO2 and N2. Absence of some of the important
species/reaction in RChem1, on the other hand, prevents it from reaching an expected
asymptotic state close to equilibrium. The mechanisms RChem2 and RChem3 show
ignition to be a three step sequence, in which the first step raises temperature by
100 K and then maintains it within 200 K of the initial value before second step takes
the mixture to nearly 2400 K . The last step, which is absent in RChem1, takes the
reactions to completion, reaching an asymptotic state close to equilibrium.
Both mechanisms RChem1 and RChem2 predict similar ignition delays (ID) for
a given pre-heat temperature while in comparison, RChem3 predicts lower ID at
temperatures lower than 710 K and higher ID at higher temperatures. It is also
seen that RChem3, which includes species that are known to form during liquid
interactions, has a severe restriction on time step at lower reactant temperatures.
This can add a further computational burden to 41 species conservation equations
that need to be solved for this mechanism. However, this mechanism is free from
deficiencies of RChem1 in the prediction of the asymptotic state, has a superior MMH
decomposition path compared to RChem2, and therefore it is determined to be a more
reliable tool in the investigation of MMH and RFNA ignition and combustion.
A major portion of total heat release of the propellants MMH and RFNA has
been known to occur in the gas phase [18, 19], for which, the chemistry is known to
be thermally activated [22]. In this work, gas phase chemistry is found to require
a minimum pre-heat temperature of 650 K for reasonable ignition times and 800 K
for realistic ignition delays in premixed vapor form at a constant pressure. The
delay is halved in the case of premixed vapors reacting at a constant volume due
to the difference in specific heats at the two conditions, though relevance of this
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observation remains limited to compressed vapors at the interface of reacting liquids.
This dependence of gas phase chemistry on the thermal state of the mixture strongly
suggests precursors to gas phase chemistry, with a likely possibility of exothermic
liquid reactions fulfilling this requirement.
Quantitative assessment of dependence of gas phase chemistry on the pre-heat
temperature indicates half an order of magnitude decrease in ignition delay per 100 K
increase within a range of temperatures where ignition is possible. However, for a
given degree of pre-heat, ignition delay is greatly affected by composition of the
mixture, which shows an increase in ID to be as much as three orders of magnitude
from an equivalence ratio of 1.0 to 3.0. In contrast, lean premixed vapors with as low
equivalence ratio as 0.25 show negligible variation in ignition delay. This inference,
arrived at from elementary kinetics modeling, establishes the impact of oxidizer rich
vs. fuel rich conditions for vapor phase ignition of MMH and RFNA. It also confirms
the empirically determined fact that, oxidizer lead is desirable for propulsion systems
employing these propellants.
Investigation of reaction pathways at various instances during auto-ignition of
the premixed pre-heated vapors establishes the initial importance of the species NO2
in MMH decomposition. At a later time, NO2 is replaced by OH radical for MMH
decomposition as well as subsequent oxidation of intermediate species generated. Pro-
duction of NO2 and OH is therefore a key process in the ignition sequence, and is
found to occur through several intermediate species that attain quasi-equilibrium
states during ignition. These states are dependent upon the temperature history of
the mixture and explain the thermal activation of gas phase chemistry of MMH and
RFNA. The process of ignition can therefore be described as the initial decomposi-
tion of MMH and dissociation of HNO3, which is accompanied by buildup of several
intermediate species acting like capacitors to store NO2 and OH. The quasi-steady
levels of species have a strong temperature dependence and a shift in temperature can
release NO2 and OH to accelerate decomposition and oxidation, leading to ignition.
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Assessment of premixed liquids is also carried out with a global reaction and a
vaporization model to evaluate the effects of mixture composition on the ignition
limits. In this model, the heat of liquid reaction, which has the adiabatic flame
temperature Tad = 1030 K , is utilized for vaporization and superheating the vapors.
The vapor phase reactions, therefore, begin at continuously varying composition and
state of the mixture. Since ignition is a cumulative effect, it connects slower fuel rich
low superheat cases with fast fuel lean high superheat cases, reducing the ignition
limits compared to pre-heated vapor mixtures. Ignition of vapors is aided by presence
of radicals like OH, which can bring down the degree of superheat required to near
boiling point of the liquids through accelerated exothermic decomposition of MMH.
The vaporizing spray is therefore a complex system, which, in the limit of complete
mixing of vapors, shows that the ignition delay is determined largely by temperature,
which in turn is dependent on incomplete vaporization. The balance of the two is
therefore critical in designing injectors to achieve the desired ignition delay.
In such a vaporizing environment, mixing and reactions occur simultaneously and
are dictated by transport, which is the object of study in the opposed jet flames.
Completion of a given reaction in such cases is dependent on the availability of re-
actants, the energy required for the reaction to commence and the time required for
it to complete. Amongst these parameters, availability of reactants depends upon
concentrations and mass transport, both of which relate to the operating pressure.
The required energy is provided by the thermal energy of the reactants while the time
is determined by the width of flame and the strain rate. Therefore, these parameters
were selected for the study of opposed jet flames.
Expense incurred due to the more detailed RChem3 mechanism prompts consid-
eration of RChem1 as an economical and robust alternative in comparison. As a
first step, flame widths, peak temperatures and flame residence times are compared
as a function of bulk strain rate. At the lowest strain rate, the peak flame temper-
ature is found to be lower than the stoichiometric adiabatic flame temperature by
600 K . This difference increases with increasing strain rate due to elimination of post
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flame reactions in the ignition sequence, as a result of limited residence time. As a
consequence, peak flame temperatures predicted by the three mechanisms are closer
at higher strain rate, suggesting that RChem1 could be employed for simulations of
flow-fields involving high vorticity without significantly affecting accuracy near the
flame region.
Initial vapor motion in the combustion chamber prior to ignition is small, and
after vaporization, mixing is largely diffusive. Ignition and flame propagation in such
a case, therefore marks the study of diffusion flame structure as important. Flame
structures predicted by CHEMKINtextregistered are used for validation of the CFD code
GEMS (General Equation and Mesh Solver). Mechanisms RChem1 and RChem3, as
employed in GEMS show a close match with profiles of heat release rate (HRR)
and species, predicted by CHEMKIN. The two mechanisms RChem1 and RChem3
show a two peak profile of the heat release rate, of which, the first peak is a result
of MMH decomposition while the second peak is due to oxidation of H2 and small
hydrocarbons originating from CH3 radical. This two flame combustion of MMH has
been noted in the literature but without detailed structure of the two flame fronts
and their dependence on the conditions of operation.
The two peaks are substantially separated, with MMH decomposition occurring
within a small fraction of the flame width. This widely separated flame is significant
in terms of vaporizing sprays because the first flame due to MMH decomposition is not
limited by diffusion of NO2 but can proceed with the action of smaller species like OH
or NO that can diffuse farther on the fuel side. For lower strain rates, the oxidation
step also shows a split, with H2 and CO being oxidized closest to the oxidizer side
and CH2O and HCO being consumed at an intermediate step. At a higher strain
rate, oxidation HRR peaks merge to form a stronger heat release compared to the
MMH decomposition. Species approaching such a flame do not show a quasi-steady
state, which is the case for lower strain rate. Considering a scenario of a vaporizing
MMH drop approaching another vaporizing drop of RFNA, reduction in flame width
implies a possibility of closer approach of the two drops but intense heat release due
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to the oxidation HRR peak may prevent or reduce contact of the two. Therefore, in
order to initiate a head on collision the velocity of liquid drops must be sufficiently
high to overcome the expansion of products formed during the vapor phase reactions.
Increasing pressure tends to reduce diffusion and increase reactant concentrations.
This is similar to increasing strain rates, which reduces the extent of diffusion. The
flame width at high pressure is affected in a similar fashion, but the structure of the
flame shows significant difference due to higher concentrations. Pre-ignition reactions
on both fuel and oxidizer sides are complete due to higher concentrations of the
reactants, thus the fuel and oxidizer streams entering the flame at high pressure are
different than at lower pressure. For instance, the mass fraction of OH radical is lower
by two orders of magnitude for high pressure case, which affects the oxidation region
of the flame.
For premixed vapors, temperature is recognized to be a very important parameter
and a reduction of 200 K may entirely negate ignition. In contrast, a steady state
opposed jet flame can exist for an inlet temperature of 500 K . An effect of this lower
inlet temperature is to reduce the width of the flame, while altering the quasi-steady
levels of the species entering the flame zone. Although the qualitative change in flame
structure is negligible for changes in the inlet temperature, in the case of a spray in
a burning gas, the interaction of flames around drops can be significantly different,
with drops forming a tighter cluster for lower flame temperatures.
In addition to vapor phase interactions of transport and reactions, a different
region of the impinging jets is also studied by considering liquid opposed jets. Mo-
mentum of the jets is parameterized to understand its impact on the width of the
gas layer formed between the two liquid jets as well as the peak temperature reached
within this layer. More importantly, it demonstrates the capability of investigating
transient phenomena near the interface of the two liquids, such as popping or reactant
stream separation. In a demonstration of capturing such an event, contact of the two
liquids is seen to produce a rapidly expanding gas bubble that shoots gas jets into
the liquids, corrugating the interface before being squeezed out of the domain by the
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oncoming liquids. Higher momentum of the jets increases the purging effect on the
formed gas layer, thereby increasing liquid contact and the highest transient temper-
ature attained in the gas layer. The average temperature of the gas layer however,
remains lower than that attained by premixed liquids or what is necessary for gas
phase ignition. This implies that ignition of hypergolic propellants although depen-
dent on the liquid interaction, does not occur within the gas layer at the interface of
the two liquids.
An important aspect of modeling gas phase kinetics is the effect of ambient condi-
tions, since these are known to influence ignition and combustion behavior of hyper-
golic propellants. Based on impinging jet experimental set-up, a study of impinging
vapor sheets is conducted for various pressures and inert gases initially in the vessel.
The resulting injection pattern, mixing zone and ignition as well as flame spread are
characterized using heat release rate and intermediate species profiles and contours.
At low pressures, diffusivities of species are higher and concentrations are lower,
affecting injection as well as reactions. In such cases, injected vapors have a bulbous
appearance instead of a well formed jet, leading to contact of vapors upstream of the
intended impingement point. Subsequent reactions are slower due to reduced con-
centrations and residence time downstream of the impingement point is not sufficient
for ignition. Near the inner lips of injectors, a recirculation region is established, pro-
viding sufficient residence time for the propellant vapors to diffuse, react and acquire
the superheat necessary for ignition. Thus, a delayed ignition is observed between
the injectors, followed by spread of flame downstream of the impingement point.
In contrast, high pressure shows well formed jets, contacting near the expected
impingement point, and subsequent mixing and pre-ignition chemistry leading to
ignition downstream of the impingement point. A second ignition is observed similar
to the low pressure condition, between the two injectors and flame spread occurs
upstream from the first ignition. This flame spread is seen to be stalled by a finite
zone of mixing and pre-heating before the second ignition upstream. Assisted by the
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upstream flame, mixing and pre-heat zone narrows for the downstream flame, finally
merging the two flame fronts.
Inert ambient conditions using helium, neon and argon provide variation in trans-
port properties without changing reactant concentrations. Thermal conductivity and
specific heat of helium are approximately ten times that of argon while mass dif-
fusivity is three times that of argon and density is tenth of that of argon. Helium
therefore has a Lewis number, a ratio of thermal diffusivity to mass diffusivity, three
times that of argon. Diffusion is heightened in a helium atmosphere and is observed
from differential advancement of the propellants inside injector passages. Lower dif-
fusion in argon leads to smaller diffusion region near the ignition points. Injection of
such a jet into higher density argon in the combustion chamber causes the vapor jet
to roll up as it is injected. A similar roll up is not observed for neon or argon, but
does appear for helium at a higher pressure, which has lower diffusivity but nearly
the same density as argon at a lower pressure.
This effect of different injections is carried forward, allowing vapor sheets to form a
smooth interface in helium, across which reactants can diffuse, increasing availability
and promoting reactions. Argon on the other hand, shows batches of partially mixed
regions, which are a result of complete dissipation of the jet core. These mixing
regions are advected downstream and the reactions within such zones can proceed
farther due to reduced diffusivity of argon. As a result of these differences, ignition in
helium is observed along the interface of the vapors while in argon, there are multiple
ignitions corresponding to each partially mixed zone. Flame spreading is therefore a
different phenomenon for the two inert ambient conditions. In helium, there is smooth
advancement of the flame upstream of the ignition point while in argon the spread of
flame occurs by merging of different ignition regions. In both cases, a delayed ignition
is observed upstream of the impingement point, between the injectors, which is seen
to assist the downstream flame to move towards impingement point by shortening
the pre-heat zone. A notable difference between the two environments is the fraction
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of merged propellant jets that is occupied by flame, which in case of argon is nearly
50% greater than in helium.
Species contours or profiles observed during ignition as well as flame spread at
differing ambient conditions indicate decomposition of MMH as a precursor of the
flame. This behavior is consistent with diffusion flames, which show MMH decom-
position to be well separated from remaining oxidation processes. The heat released
during this step is seen to aid HNO3 dissociation to NO2 which in turn promotes
further decomposition. Hydroxyl radical (OH) although known to participate both
in MMH decomposition and oxidation of intermediates, are seen to form later during
the ignition or flame spreading process.
In summary, study of gas phase kinetics in a homogeneous reactor reveals that
ignition of MMH and RFNA is strongly dependent on quasi-equilibrium levels of NO2
producing species and explains two of the known characteristics of MMH-RFNA pro-
pellants: thermal activation and shorter ignition delay for oxidizer rich conditions.
Premixed ignition is a three step process, the last of which is relatively slower. High
strain rates can eliminate this last step, reducing the flame temperature by as much
as 1000 K . Designs that produce high vorticity flow-fields will therefore require ad-
ditional residence time in order to reach near 100% combustion efficiency. Effect of
high pressure in such flow-fields can lower the residence time requirements due to
higher concentrations of the reacting species while inadequate liquid interaction can
reduce superheat of the vapors, in turn, delaying ignition. Presence of an inert bath
gas alters the Lewis number of the mixture, leading to a smooth interface for the jets
impinging in helium vs. distinct vortices in argon. Lower thermal diffusivity in argon
along with lower mass diffusivity, imply that the mixing zones retain intermediates
and heat produced by the early reactions, ultimately leading to earlier ignition than
in helium.
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6.1 Directions of Future Research
Modeling hypergolic ignition of MMH and RFNA is a challenging problem, re-
quiring inputs on many fronts, including gas phase kinetics, liquid phase kinetics, two
phase transport and other features of two phase flows. Gas phase kinetics, represented
by various detailed and reduced mechanisms, such as discussed in this work, has the
most direct impact. Although a study of vapor phase reactions of MMH and RFNA
has been recently attempted [106], further experiments targeting a.) Auto-ignition
delay and b.) Diffusion flame structure will significantly benefit establishing a gas
phase reaction mechanism for these propellants.
As demonstrated from the present study and from other experimental observations
[11], liquid phase reactions between MMH and RFNA play an important role in the
ignition process, making it a necessary input for modeling. Coupling the kinetics
of liquid and gas phase, however, requires addressing several aspects, starting with
the involved fluid dynamics. As shown in this work, interface dynamics between the
liquid and the gas phase is critical to understand liquid mixing near the impingement
region. It is further established [14] that droplet interactions and therefore spray is
an integral part of the ignition sequence. A better way to model such phenomena is
to accurately capture the gas-liquid interface, and this is suggested as a direction of
future research.
Such modeling also needs to account for the kinetics of MMH - RFNA liquid
reactions, which needs to be better understood. Lastly, vaporization of several in-
termediates can compete or accelerate the gas phase reaction, therefore necessitating
knowledge of thermodynamic and transport properties of the species involved. In
order to accurately capture the influence of each of these processes, adequate liquid
phase kinetics, transport and thermodynamics needs to be ascertained as a future
step in the effort to understand the ignition and combustion of hypergolic propellants
MMH and RFNA.
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Although benefits of including the liquid phase fluid dynamics will be significant,
each of the sub-models must be evaluated, making its inclusion a long term effort.
In comparison, the gas phase kinetics established in this work can be employed for
near term investigation into differential vaporization, which is likely to occur due
to an order of magnitude higher vapor pressure of the nitrogen tetroxide (N2O4),
a constituent of RFNA. Additionally, three-dimensional gas phase simulations can
serve as the next step in understanding the combined effect of gas phase transport
and reactions. These two steps are suggested for continuing the modeling in the
immediate future efforts.
Accuracy of the predictions with the gas phase reaction kinetics is influenced by
adaptive time stepping in the case of homogeneous reactor. It is also seen from im-
pinging vapor sheets that the availability of species can affect the location of ignition
and the associated delay, in addition to subsequent flame spreading behavior. It is
therefore of interest to consider the transport of species and achievable accuracy in
multi-dimensional reacting flow simulations. A straightforward way is to consider
sub-stepping within an outer time advancement and this is suggested as the next step
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APPENDIX A. COMPUTATIONAL FORMULATION
Generic fluid motion can be mathematically described by conservation of mass, mo-
mentum and energy. Apart from these, tracking multiple species requires a conserva-
tion equation each, the sum of all the species conservation equations being equivalent
to mass conservation. Additionally, chemical interaction of the species can be de-
scribed by a set of reactions that determine source (or sink) terms of the species.
These equations, in addition to modeled equations of turbulence, form a linked set
that governs dynamics of a reacting flow.
A.1 Conservation Equations
Eulerian view of the flow of a fluid focuses on a fixed volume, keeping track of
quantities entering and leaving this volume leading to the conservation equations.









where the vector Q is a set of conserved variables, given by,
Q =
(
ρ, ρux, ρuy, ρuz, ρh




vector Ei is the inviscid flux vector, while vector Fvi is the viscous flux, representing
transport due to spatial non-uniformity. Both types of fluxes, defined for the three





































































































































































In the above expressions, p is the pressure, T is the temperature, ux, uy, uz are the
components of velocity in Cartesian coordinate system along directions x, y, and z









Turbulent kinetic energy in the above vector expressions is k with specific dissipation
ω that is different from the the source terms ω˙j of the j
th species equation having mass
fractions Yj. Other quantities included in the conservation equations are: viscosity µ,
diffusivity DjM and constants α, σ, σ







is the ensemble average of the product of the fluctuating velocities in three
directions.
The above expressions describe the set of conservation equations, having density
and enthalpy as the two links. Dependence of density and enthalpy on pressure and
temperature needs to be quantified. This is accomplished by equation of state and
caloric equation respectively. Equation of state for an arbitrary fluid can be written
as,
ρ = ρ (P, T ) (A.10a)





where Ru is universal gas constant and MW is molar mass. Similarly, caloric equation
can be stated as,




where, href is the reference enthalpy and C is the specific heat. For gases, it is the
specific heat at constant pressure.
A.2 Thermodynamic and Transport Properties
The specific heat of a real fluid is a function of temperature and shows weak
dependence on pressure. It can be obtained either through tabulation or data fitted
polynomials. As an intermediate cost-accuracy option, current study uses curve-fits
for thermodynamic as well as transport properties. For thermodynamic properties,
two formats can be used, a seven coefficient form due to Gordon and McBride [107]
and a nine coefficient format due to Burcat and Ruscic [108]. For preserving accuracy,
applicable range of temperatures is sub-divided in two sections: 200 K to 1000 K and
172
1000 K to 6000 K. In these temperature ranges, thermodynamic properties: specific
heat Cp, enthalpy H
















































−2 + a2T−1 + a3 + a4T + a5T 2 + a6T 3 + a7T 4 (A.13a)
H0
RuT



































where a1 to a7 are specified constants, which are tabulated for all the species. Mixture













Transport properties viscosity(µ), and thermal conductivity(λ) are calculated in
a similar manner as thermodynamic properties [109], using tabulated fits for two
173
or three ranges of temperatures while binary diffusivity (DA−B) is calculated using
Chapman-Enskog theory [74] .















































In case of multiple species, appropriate mixing law must be specified for calculating
mixture transport properties. These relations, due to Hirschfelder, Wilke, modified





where, Di−mix is the diffusivity of species i into mixture; Yi is the mass fraction of








































While conserved variables are appropriate in governing equations, much of the
utility of a solution lies in a set of primitive variables, Qp, given as,
Qp = (p, ux, uy, uz, T, k, ω, Yj)
T (A.20)











Details of these transformations can be found as described by Harvazinski [69]. In
order to apply conservation equations A.1, governing fluid motion, the domain of
interest is divided into number of smaller volumes called cells and the equations are














In order to construct algebraic equations that can be solved either by direct inversion
or by approximate methods, discretization of the above integral form is necessary. Us-
ing Taylor’s series, a second order backward difference approximation of the temporal




3Qn+1 − 4Qn +Qn−1
2∆t
. (A.23)
where, n is the current time level. Before discretizing spatial and source terms, it is
important to note that these are evaluated implicitly i.e. at the next, (n+ 1)th level.








(E − Fv)i • dS (A.24)
175
The transformation of volume integral to surface integral leads to calculation of flux
of the conserved variables across the cell boundaries. Calculation of this flux needs
defining average values of primitive variables at cell boundary. This approximation
leads to a numerical dissipation and is an important part of the solution method. The
surface integral can be discretely approximated as sum about all faces of a cell as,
∮
S
F • dS =
N∑
m=1
Fm • Am (A.25)




(E − Fv)i =
1
2




Last term in the above equation can be recognized as numerical dissipation, which








Γp,mMR |Λ|M−1R (QL −QR) (A.27)
where Γp and Ap are previously introduced Jacobians while, Λ and MR are eigenvalue
and right eigenvector matrices of Γ−1p Ap respectively. Quantities with subscript “l”
and “r” refer to left and right cell values respectively. Appropriate determination of
numerical dissipation requires averaged values at the cell interface. For capturing and









APPENDIX B. CHEMICAL MECHANISMS
Chemical reaction mechanisms are typically described in CHEMKIN R©format. This
includes reaction, followed by rate parameters in Arrhenius form. If the reaction is
dependent on third body collision or has pressure dependence then additional rate
parameters are specified on next line. Pressure dependence is specified by fall-off
Arrhenius rate expression along with broadening factor F, which is calculated using
either Troe centering or Tsang and Herron linear approximation. If neither format
is specified for broadening factor, Lindemann form is assumed with F set to unity.
Although Tsang and Herron form is not usable in CHEMKIN R©, it is included here
as part of original mechanism. Third body efficiencies where applicable are specified
as last part describing the reaction. This format is clarified in Table B.1 Original
chemical mechanism due to Anderson [59] is given in Table B.2, while first reduced
mechanism is shown in Table B.3 and second reduction in Table B.4.
Table B.1. Reaction Mechanism Format.
# Reaction & related parameter Rate parameter values
A b Ea
R# A+B=C+D AHIGH bHIGH EaHIGH
LOW/ ALOW bLOW EaLOW
TROE/ α T1 T2 T3




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Second reduction of original mechanism has 29 species and 120 reactions. It is











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































APPENDIX C. GRID INDEPENDENCE
It is necessary to ascertain that the two-dimensional simulations remain grid inde-
pendent. In chapter 4, steady state opposed diffusion flames were seen to require a
cell size of 25µm for resolution of the flame structure and hence, the same cell size
is maintained for the impinging sheets simulations in the transverse direction. Along
the flow direction, three cell sizes - 125µm, 75µm and 25µm with respective aspect
ratios of 5, 3 and 1, are tested. The details of grid are shown in Figure C.1.
Figure C.1. Details of the grid with three cell sizes for determining grid
independence.
Ignition results for argon ambient at a pressure of 101.32 kPa, are shown in Figure
C.2 for the three grids tested. Two aspects of the results, namely time and location
of ignition are considered for assessing grid independence of the solution. For all the
three grids, the jets are seen to impinge at t = 1.6 ms . The first grid with a cell size of
125µm shows ignition at 2.61 ms from the time of injection, compared to 2.43 ms for
the second and 2.4 ms for the third grid, indicating a 3% difference in ignition delay
276
for the latter two grids. With regard to the location of ignition, the first grid shows
ignition to occur approximately 4 mm upstream of the second grid. The distance
of ignition from the injector tip differs by a small amount for the second and third
grid but in transverse direction, a difference of approximately 4 mm is seen. Some
difference can also be noted for the subsequent expansion observed in this short time
span shown. Recalling the influence of species mass fractions as low as 10−4 on the
structure of the flame (chapter 4), the challenge in multi-dimensional simulation can
be recognized. The second ignition observed slightly upstream of the first ignition
reinforces the solution convergence in the domain of interest for the last two grids. At
this spatial resolution, cell size is comparable to cell size near a well resolved boundary,
indicating the computational load imposed by chemical mechanism. Results reported
in chapter 5 are with the finest of the grids.
277
(a) ∆x = 125µm
(b) ∆x = 75µm
(c) ∆x = 25µm
Figure C.2. Transient ignition for three cell sizes with RChem3. Ambient condition
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